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The present thesis entitled INFINITE MATRICES AND SEQUENCE 
SPACES Is an outcome of my researches under the esteemed guidance 
of PROF. FATEH MOHAMMAD KHAN, Department of Mathematics, Allgarh 
Muslim University, Allgarh. Here we give an abstract of the 
thesis. 
All works of the thesis are based on Cesaro sequencje spaces 
of absolute, nonabsolute, strongly summable and bounded type. 
The thesis consists of five chapters. In chapter zero, we 
recall elementary definitions and notations against the background 
of which the problems are considered in subsequent chapters. At 
the end of this chapter, an introduction for the present thesis 
work has been given. 
In chapter one we define and invest Lgate the Cesaro sequence 
space ces[(p),(q)]. 
If (q } is a sequence of positive real numbers, then for 
P = (P_) with inf p > 0, we define the space ces[(p),(q)] by 
c e s [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] ;= {x: Z ( 3 ^ I %Mv\^ "" < "> 
r=o ^^r r '^  ^ 
where Q = q + q 
^^r ^„r ^„r 2 + 1 
over t h e r a n g e 2^ £ k < 2^ "*" 
+ q 
2^-*-l-l 
and L d e n o t e s a sum 
~^^ 4^c?. i5-->-
fl^ y\. 
•^Us 
'-'^ UN,VER3«ttv 
• 2 • 
If q a 1 for all n then ces[(p),(q)] reduces to ces(p) 
studied by Llm ri5], and If p = P for all n and q »> i for 
all n then ces[(p),(q)] reduces to ces studied by Lira [14], 
Johnson and Mohapatra [6] have defined the space ces[(pj,(q)] 
with different norm and studied density and some inclusion 
relations. 
In section 1.3 we prove that ces[(p),(q)] is a complete 
paranorm space, paranormed by 
" , P^ 1/M 
g(x) = ( Z (-^  E q^lxj) ^ ) 
r=o ^2^ ^  
'k'^ k^ 
if H « sup p < <» and M = max (1,H). 
r r 
Let 1 < p < sup p < 00 and — + 7— = 1 , r = 0,1,2,... 
*^r — *^^  '^r p t 
r *^r r 
Then, in section 1.4 we shov that the Kothe-Toeplitz dual of 
ces[(p),(q^] is iJ(t) and also the continuous dual ces*[ (p), (q) ] 
of ces[(p),(q)] is isomorphic to y(t), where 
00 _. t -t 
y(t) = (a: Z (Q ^max (q^ 1^^!)) " E ''<'». 
r=o 2 r 
for some integer E > 1} . 
Taking the above mentioned conditions for p, t and E, 
I 3 I 
we consider some matrix transformations for an Infinite matrix 
A = (a . ) in section 1.5 and 1.6. and prove the following 
11K 
theorems: 
" - t _t 
1. A e (ces[(p),(q)],ilj iff sup I (Q ^ max(q;;^ |a^ |^)) " E "" < ». 
n r«:o 2 r 
<» , t -t 
2. A e(ces[(p),(q)],c) iff (i) sup Z (Q ^ max(q~Ma^^|)) ^ E ''<«», 
n r=o 2 r 
(ii) a^ j^  -»• Oj^  (n -»- », k fixed). 
'» , t -t 
3. A S (ces[(p),(q)],c«?) iff (i) sup Z (Q ^  inax(qj^ ^ |t(n,k,m) |)) '^  E '^  < ". 
m r=o 2 r 
CO Q 
(ii) a^ , V = {a , } G. c for each k. 
^^^ ^ n=l 
"° -1 t -t 
4. Ae(ces[(p),(q)],0 iff sup E (Q ^  max(q^ ^ la(n,k,m)| )) '^  E ''<«'. 
m,n r=o 2 r 
By specializing sequences {p } and {q } we obtain interesting 
new results and as well as the results of Lim([14], [15]), and 
Khan [8] as corollaries. 
In chapter two we consider the Rhoades [34] sequence spaces 
X.x ^, where k = (a , ) i$ a triangular matrix and in section 2.3 A(p) ^ nk' * 
we determine its Kothe-Toeplitz dual (3-dual), In section 2.4, 
for the infinite matrix B = (b , ) we prove the following theorems: 
: 4 : 
*^  n>p nk n.kfl — t 
'^ nk (ii) sup I 1 < 00, for every fixed n^ 
k^o ^kk 
where l < p < ° ° , — + — = 1 and I I . I I • i s t h e Jl. n o t m . 
— — p t * c ) 
6. B€(X c) iff (i) sup||(^-^a^)^,J|„ <". 
^^' n>o nk n,k+l — t 
b j^  
(ii) sup I 1 < "t for every fixed n, 
k>o \k 
(iii) lim (-eli--3jMi) = 6j^ , for every fixed k, 
n-»«> nk n,kfl 
where 1 < p < «> and — + — = 1. 
- '^  p t 
7. BSCX D Iff (i) . u p l K ^ - W j ^ ^ J I <„. 
^'^ n^o nk n,k+l — t 
^nk Cii) sup I |<oo , for ever> fixed n 
k>:o ^ k 
b , b . , 1/n 
( i i i ) I - ^ - - S a i i t i | -»- 0 (n -i- «,) l|or each k, 
nk n , k f l 
where 1 < p < «> and — + — = 1. 
- P t 
Further, in section 2.5, we investigate our results for a factorable 
matrix, for a Nbrlund matrix and for a Cesaro matrix of order 1. We deduce 
some unknown results and as well as the results of Nung [30], and Muraaleen 
I 
and Saifi [27] as corollaries. 
5 : 
In chapter three we define a new sequence space w[(p),(q)] 
by 
1 n p 
w[(p),(q)]j- {x : ^  ^ q^\x^-!^\ * 0 as n -»• " for some il e C}, 
n^ k=l 
where {q } is a sequence of positive real numbers, tp } is a 
sequence of strictly positive real numbers such that 0 < p < 1 
for all n > 1 and Q = qi+ q„+....+ q„. 
— n 1 A n 
Or wha t a m o u n t s t o t h e same t h i n g 
1 Pw 
w [ ( p ) . ( q ) ] •= {x : Q ^ E qj^lxj^-X-l ->• 0 as r -»• =° for some il e C} , 
r ^ 2 
where Q = q + q + + q , and T, d e n o t e s a sum o v e r 
2^ 2^ 2^ ^ + ! 2^ "^  -1 ^ 
the range 2^ _< k < 2^ "*'^ . 
If q = 1 for all n then w[(p),(q)] reduces to w(p) 
studied by Maddox ([ 1 7 ] , [18],[21 ] ,[23]) and Lascarides-Maddox 
ri2] . [f q = 1 for all n and P = P for all n then 
n n 
w[(p).(q)] reduces to w studied by Maddox ([17], [19]). Also, 
if q = — and Z = 0, then w[(p),(q)] reduces to [N,log n, p] 
studied by Maddox [24]. 
In section 3.3 we prove that w[(p),(q)] is a complete 
paranorm space paranormed by 
I b I 
1 Pr ^^^ 
8j(x) - sup (^— I q^lx^l ^) 
if sup p < " and M - max (l,sup P_)« 
r r 
When 0 < p. j^  1 and 1 ^  Qi. ^  *" for every V. then in 
section 3.4 we determine the continuous dual and Kbthe-Toeplitz 
dual of w[(p),(q)], and denote them by W(p) and y respectively 
where 
1 1/Pu 
U (p) = {a: Z raaxICQ ^ q^^ y *" a^ | < «} , 
r = o r 2 
_1 _i 1/Pk 
and y =» (a: S raax{(Q q, B ) |aj} < " « for some integer 
r = o r 2^ ^ '^  ^ 
B > 1) , 
r r +1 
where max i s t h e maximum t a k e n over 2 _5 k < 2 
r 
In s e c t i o n 3 .5 we prove t h e f o l l o w i n g t h e o r e m s : 
Let 0 < i n f Pj^  <_ Pj^  <_ 1 i 1 ^ q, < °° for e v e r y k and 
t = ( t . ) be bounded . Then 
8. A e ( w [ ( p ) . ( q ) ] , J l J t ) ) i f f sup( E maxC(Q ^^~^\) " " i V ' ^ ^ " ^ "^ 
n r=o r 2 
for some B > 1. 
t 
9. A e ( w [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] , c „ ( t ) ) i f f ( i ) i im|a . I " = 0, for k = 1,2 
v . v ^ y y j . ^ j . VJ- J J. -LIU I a t I 
Q^ •> ^ V / ' n k ' 
n 
t 7 J 
1 1 '^'Pk ^n (H) lim lim sup( E max{ (Q ^ B q^^ ^^ ) l^^k^^"^ = 0. 
B n r=o r 2 
t 
(iii) liml 2 a , | " - 0» 
n "^  
°° 1/p 
10. A€(w[(p),(q)],c(t)) iff (i) sup(Ia^^|+ E inax((Q ^ B-^q;;^ ^\\i,\^y < ". 
n r=o r 2 
for some B > 1. 
t 
(ii) lim I a^ j^^ -aj^  I " = 0, for k = 0,1,2 
n 
°° _1 _i 1/Pic 
(iii) lim lim sup(|a -a |+ Z max|(Q B q~ ) 
B n "^^ ° r=o r 2 
11. Ae(w[(p),(q)],wjt)) iff sup (i Z [C(i,B)] ^ ) < «>, 
n " i=l 
°° 1/p 
where C(i,B) = Z max{ (Q ^  B~-^  q~^) ^^ la^ k'^  ^ "' ^°^ ^°'"^ B > 1. 
r=o r 2 
12. Ae(w[(p),(q)]3W^(t)) iff (i) lira(^ Z \a^^\ ^) = 0, for k = 1^2,... 
n i=l 
(ii) lim(^ I IE a^ j^l ^) = 0, 
n i=l "^  
, n t. 
(iii) lim lira sup{- Z [C(i,B)] ^ } = 0, 
B n " i=l 
I a I 
where C(i,B) satisfies the condition of Theorem 11. 
By specializingvsequence (q } we obtain the results of 
Bulut [4] as corollaries. 
Finally, In chapter four we show that the definition of 
the Cesaro sequence space of a bounded type Z and the defini-
tion of M^(3-dual of Z ) defined by Ahmad and Mursaleen ([1], 
* p 
MR 90k # A6018) are unclear and the results obtained by them 
are doubtful. 
In this chapter we redefine the space Z and then extend f P 
it to more general space Z, N. If {q } is a sequence of 
positive real numbers, then for 1 ^  p < ", we define the space 
where Qj^  = q^+ q^+.-.+qj^. 
If q = 1 for all n then Z, ^ reduces to Z , which 
will be the modified definition of Z considered in fll-
P 
l+l 
We determine the absolute Kbthe-Toeplitz dual Z. v of 
Cp.q„) 
Z, V which gives us the following result: 
VP.q„; 
. 9 ' 
1^ 1 " 1 1/ 
Z, x= {a: £ Q. qj" |a. |N ' ^ < " , for some posi t ive integer N > 1) . 
F u r t h e r , we c o n s i d e r some m a t r i x t r an . s f o r r a a t i o n s and prove 
t h e f o l l o w i n g t h e o r e m s : 
00 
13. Ae(2, s,0 iff sup Z Q. q"^ |a . |N^ 'P < <», for all Integers N > 1. 
^P'%^ n k=l '^  •" "•' 
00 
14. Ae(Z^ yc) iff (i) Z Qj^  q~^  I a j^  I N-^ 'P converges uniformly in n, 
(ii) lira a . = a, (k fixed). 
n-Ko 
REMARK: Research papers referred here in the abstract are 
given in the Bibliography of the thesis. 
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The present thesis entitled "INFINITE MATRICES AND 
SEQUENCE SPACES" is an outcome of my research under the 
esteemed guidance of PROF. FATEH MOHAMMAD KHAN, Department 
of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
All works of this thesis are based on Cesaro sequence 
spaces of absolute, nonabsolute, strongly summable and 
bounded type. 
The thesis consists of five chapters. In chapter zero 
we recall elementary definitions and notations against the 
background of which the problems are considered in subsequent 
chapters. At the end of this chapter, an introduction for 
the present thesis work has been given. 
In chapter one we have defined a new sequence space 
ces[(p),(q)] and determine its Kothe-Toeplitz dual and conti-
nuous dual respectively. We have also studied some matrix 
transformations in ces[(p),(q)]. A research paper based on 
this chapter is to appear in Journal Analysis Mathematica 
(Hungary). 
In second chapter we consider the definition of the 
Cesaro sequence spaces of a nonabsolute type for a triangle 
matrix and determine its Kbthe-Toeplitz dual. We also 
characterize some class of matrix transformations. Finally, 
we investigate our results for a factorable matrix, for a 
No'rlund matrix and for a Cesaro matrix of order one. A research 
paper based on the contents of this chapter is to appear in 
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In chapter three we introduced a new sequennce space 
w[(p)f(q)] aiid determine its Kbthe-Toeplitz dual and conti-
nuous dual, respectively. Finally, some matrix transforma-
tions in w[(p),(q)] have been characterized. 
Finally chapter four deals with the generalized Cesaro 
sequence space of bounded type Z, v and determine its 
(P.Qn) 
Kbthe-Toeplitz dual. Further characterization of some class 
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Towards the end, we include a comprehensive biblio-
graphy of books and research papers which have been referred 
to in the present thesis. 
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CHAPTER 0 
NOTATIOHS, DEFINITIONS AND INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we list some well-known standard nota-
tions, definitions and conventions which will be used through-
out the thesis. Ot.her relevant definitions will be given in 
respective chapters. Section 0.18 contains the introduction 
of the present thesis. 
0.1. THE SYMBOLS W. IR AND C; 
iN 
R 
£ 
= The set of natural numbers 
= The set of real numbers• 
= The set of complex numbers 
0.2. LIMIT. SUP AND INF; 
lim : means lira 
k k-x» 
sup : means sup 
k k=l,2, 
inf : means inf 
k k=l,2. 
, unless otherwise stated 
, unless otherwise stated, 
0.3. SUMMATION CONVENTION; 
Z : means summation over k = 1 to k = °°, 
k unless otherwise stated. 
2 : 
0.4. SEQUENCES: 
X := (x. ), the sequence whose k-th term is Xj^. 
8 := (0,0,0, ), the zero sequence. 
e.:= (0,0,...,0,1,0,...), the sequence whose k-th 
component is 1 and zeros elsewhere for all k € IN. 
e := (1,1,1,....), the unit sequence. 
0.5. PARAWORM AND BASIS: 
Paranorm. A paranorm on a linear topological space X 
is a function g : X ->• (R which satisfies the following axioms. 
For any x,y,x e X and X, X S (C 
•' -^  o o 
(i) g(9) = 0 
(ii) g(x) = g(-x) 
(iii) g(x+y) £ g(x) + g(y) ( subadditivity) 
and (iv) the multiplication is continuous i.e., 
A ^ X , X -> X imply Xx > A x ; 
0 o ^ •' o o ^ 
in other words, | X-X | -^  0, g(x-x^) -»- 0 imply g(Xx-X x ) -K 0. 
O O r J o \ OO 
A paranormed space is a linear space X with a paranorm g 
and is written as (X,g). 
Basis. Let (X,g) be a paranormed space. A sequence (b.) 
of elements of X is called a basis for X if and only if 
: 3 
for each x e X there exists a unique sequence ( \ ) °f 
QO 
scalars such that x = ^ \ b, , i.e. 
k=l " ^ 
n 
g(x- Z X. b, ) -^0 (n ^ 00). 
k=l ^ ^ 
This idea of a basis was introduced by J. Schauder (1927) and 
is often called a Schauder basis. 
0.6. SEQUENCE SPACES ([5],[7],[14],[15],[17],[18],[19],[21], 
[22],[29],[36],[39],[40],[42],[43]): 
0) := (x : X, e iR (or (Cl , the space of sequences real or 
complex. 
<J> := The space of finite sequences. 
^go'= {x : sup|x, I < 0°}, the space of bounded sequences, 
k ^ 
c := {x : lim x. = I, for some S, e C> , the space of 
k ^ 
convergent sequences. 
c^:= {x : lira Xj^  = 0}, the space of null sequences. 
*oo' ^' *^o ^^i"8 the Banach spaces with the norm: 
I |x| I = sup|x. k "^ 
We have 
O oo' 
the inclusion being strict 
4 : 
J, := {x : Z |x. 1^ < 00} , 0 < p < 00. 
P k "^  
r := (x : U. I -»• 0, as k > »} , the space of entire 
sequences. 
ces := (x : ( Z (- Z |x, |)P) < «>} , 1 < p < <», the 
P n=l " k=l ^ 
Cesaro sequence spaces. 
Alternatively, 
°° 1 n ^/P 
ces := {x : ( Z (-!— Z |x. |)P) < «} , 1 < p < ", 
P r = o 2^ " '^  " 
where Z denotes a sum over the ranges 
r 
2^ _< k < 2'^ ''"^ . 
°° 1 " n 1/P 
X := {x : ( Z 1^ Z x |P) < - } , 1 < p < -, 
P n=l " k=l " 
1 " X := {x : sup(|- Z x, |P) < <»} , p = «>, 
P n " k=l '^  
the Cesaro sequence spaces of a nonabsolute type 
Let (Pjj) be a bounded sequence of strictly positive 
real numbers, so that 0 < p, <^ sup p. < <». We define 
•^  k "^  
il(p):= {x : I Ixj^ l ^ < « } . 
c(p):= (x : |x.-£| -»• 0, as k ->• <» for some £ e C} . 
c (p):= {x : |x. I -»• 0, as k ->• <»} . 
^„(p):= {x : sup |x. I < «>} 
w(p):= {x 
Alternatively, 
w(p):= {x 
1 " ^k 
— I \x, -i\ ->- 0 as n ^ a> 
" k=l '^  for some £ e (C) 
1 ^k 
— Z I X, -5,1 ->• 0 as r ->• oo 2^ r ' k ' 
for some il S C} 
, n p, 
w^(p):= {x : sup(-^ Z \x^\ '') < ->\ 
n k=l 
1 " Pw 
w^(p):= {x : lim(^ Z \x^\ ^) = 0} 
n k=l 
ces(p):= {x : Z (-^  I | x. |) ^ < «,} 
r = o 2 r r k 
If M = max (l.sup Pi^ ) i then A(p), w(p) and ces(p) are 
linear metric space paranormed by 
. .Pk ^/" gj(x) = (Zlxj^l "") , 
-r . .Pk 1/^ g2(x) = (sup(2 ^ Z ' ' •"' 
r '" 
r ^kl ')) 
goCx) = ( Z (2-^ Z |xj) ^) p 1/M 
r = o 
r ' k 
: 6 : 
respectively, where Z denotes a sum over the ranges 
2^^ < k < 2^ + ^  
If p. = P for all k then we write ^(p) = ^ , 
c(p) = c, c^(p) = c^, )l^ (p) = l^, w(p) = Wp and ces(p) = ceSp 
In the case i £ p < oo the spaces i , w are Banach spaces 
and complete p-normed spaces for 0 < p < 1. The space '^ s^ 
is a Banach space for 1 < p < °o. 
0.7. KOTHE-TOEPLITZ DUAL AND CONTINUOUS DUAL; 
For a linear topological space X, we denote the absolute 
Kothe-Toeplitz dual (a-dual) and generalized Kothe-Toeplitz 
dual (3-dual) of X by X' ' and X , respectively i.e., 
X := (aeu): T. |a.x, | <<» for all x e X } , 
k '^ '^ 
X := { a e ^' ^ a, x converges for all x e X} . 
X will denote the space of all continuous linear 
functionals on X. 
A linear functional A on X is an element of X if and 
only if 
IIAM,^ 5 sup{|A(x)| : g(x) <. ^} < «> for some M > 1. 
• 7 • 
• / • 
0.8. a-SPACE. 0-SPACE,a .-SPACES AND 6.-SPACES ([4], [25], 
[37]): 
Let fX ) be a sequence of subsets of X such that 
^ n' ^ 
9 s X, and such that if x,y e X^, then x±y e X^^j for 
ne. IN; then (X ) is called an a-sequence in X. If 
oo 
X = U X , where (X ) is an a-sequence in X and each X 
^^ n ^ n n 
n=l 
is nowhere dense in X, then X is called an ot-space; other-
wise X is a 6-space. Clearly, every a-space is of the first 
category, whence we see that any complete paranormed space is 
a B-space. 
Let CX ) be a sequence of subsets of X and let j 
n 
denote a positive integer. If 9 G. X, , for k = 1,2, ...,j 
and x,ye X implies x + ye; X for every n e. (K, then 
n ri + J 
we say that the sequence (X ) is an a.-sequence. If the 
00 
sequence (X ) is an a.-sequence in X such that X = I I X , 
" J n=l " 
where each X^^ is nowhere dense in X then X will be called 
an a.-spaces, otherwise 3.-spaces. 
•^  J 
Taking j = 1 in this definition we can obtain a- and 
e-spaces. By this definition, if X is an a-space or a 
B-space then it is also an a-space or a B.-space, respectively, 
*J J 
: 8 
but the converse of this does not hold for j ^ 1. It is also 
easily seen that every ot .-space is of the first category and 
any complete paranormed space is a 3 .-space for j .^  1 • 
0.9. FUNDAMENTAL SET |_25]: 
A subset G of X is called a fundamental set in X if 
l.hull (G), the set of all finite linear combinations of ele-
ments of G, is dense in X. 
Any basis in X is also a fundamental set in X. 
0.10. LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX AND FACTORABLE MATRIX ( [ U ] , 
[34], [35]): 
An infinite matrix A:= (a . ) is called a lower tri-
angular matrix if a^. = 0 for each k > n, and a 9^  0 for 
nK nn 
each n. 
An infinite matrix A:= (a„.) is called a factorabl 
nk' e 
matrix if a^ j^ := Cj^ d^ , where {cj^ } and {d^} are arbitrary 
real or complex sequences. 
0.11. INEQUALITIES ([20], [25]): 
We state the following inequalities which will be used 
later. For any E > 0 and any two complex numbers a, b 
: 9 : 
(0.11.1) |ab| < E(|a|^ E"^ + |b|P) (P > L } + | = D-
(0.11.2) !a|P - |b|P < |a+b|P < |a|P + |b|P (0 < p < 1). 
0.12. UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS PRINCIPLE [22]: 
Let P be a collection of real lower semi continuous 
function p, defined on the second category metric space X 
and suppose 
p(x) <_ M(x) < oo , for each x e X and all p ^  P. 
Then there exists a sphere S in X and a constant M such 
that 
p(x) £ M, for each x ^  S and all p ^  P. 
0.13. BAKACH STEINHAUS THEOREM [22]: 
If ^^n^ """^  ^  sequence of bounded linear operators each 
defined on a Banach space X into a normed space Y, and 
lira sup||A^(x)|| < oo, on X, 
n 
then 
SUp| |A^| I < 00 
n 
i.e. the sequence (1|A ||) of norms is bounded. 
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0.14. MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS; 
Let A = Ca , ) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers 
a , (n,k = 1,2,....) and X,Y be two nonempty subsets of the 
il xC 
space 0) of complex sequences. We say that the matrix A 
defines a matrix transformation from X into Y and denote 
it by A G (X,Y), if for every sequence x = (Xj^ ) ^ X, the 
sequence Ax = (A (x)) e Y, where 
00 
^vS""^ = , ^ ^nk ^k k=l 
provided the series on the right is convergent for each n. 
By (X,Y) we mean the class of matrices A such that 
A : X ->• Y. If in X and Y there is some notion of limit or 
sum, then we write (X,Y*,P) to denote the subset of (X,Y) 
which preserves the limit or sum. 
0.15. BANACH LIMIT ([3], [32]): 
A linear functional L : il^  ->• iR is called a Banach 
limit if 
(i) L is linear, 
(ii) L(x) > 0 if X > 0 for all n, 
— n — 
(iii) L(x) = L(Dx), where D is a shift operator, 
that is, D({x^}) = {x^^^ }j 
(iv) L(e) = 1 
: 11 : 
0.16. ALMOST COMVERGENT AND ALMOST BOUNDED SEQUENCES; 
A sequence x G. i is said to be almost convergent to 
the value I (Lorentz [16]) if L(x) = i for all Banach limit 
L; that is all Banach limits coincide. 
Lorentz proved that 
c:= {XG. a ; lim t (x) exists uniformly in n} „ 
<» ^ m, n ^ 
m->-«> ' 
1 ™ 
where t (x) = r- E x 
m,n^ m+1 n+i 
1 = 0 
In [28], the idea of almost boundedness was briefly 
given in the following manner: 
Given an infinite series Sa , which we denote by a 
n • • ' 
and w r i t e 
X = a + a i + . . . + a 
n o 1 n 
Now d e f i n e for m,n > 0 
*m,n^^) = t m , n ^ - ) - ^ m - l . n ^ ^ ) 
A s t r a i g h t forward c a l c u l a t i o n t h e n shows t h a t 
(t»„ „ ( a ) = a o ,n ' n 
^.n(^> = 1^(^TT) j f i^^n+j -^^  ^ 1) 
! 12 : 
We define (see Nanda [28]), 
il^ := { a s to: sup 14)^  n^^^ ' ^  °°^  * 
m, n ' 
It is easy to see that i^ is a Banach space normed by 
Mali = sup \^^^^(a)\. 
m, n 
0.17. g-CONVERGENT AND a-BOUNDED SEQUENCES ([2], [26], 
[33], [38]): 
Let a be a mapping of the set of positive integers into 
itself. A continuous linear functional ct) on l^ is said to be 
an invariant mean or a-mean if and only if 
(i) <J>(x) >^  0, when the sequence x = (x ) has x >_ 0 
for each n, 
(ii) <))(e) = 1, and 
(iii) <t'(X(j/ii)) = <l>(x), for all x e <i„. 
For certain kinds of mapping every a-mean extends the 
limit functional (|) on c in the sense that (|>(x) = lim x, for 
all x e c. Consequently, c cr. c , where c is the set of 
bounded sequences all of whose a-means are equal. When 
a(n) = n+1, then a-means are classical Banach limits on i 
oo 
and c is the set of almost convergent sequences c, [16]. 
13 : 
If X = (x^), set Tx = (Tx^) = (x^^^^ ), then 
c^.^ {xe £^: lim t^^^(x) = L uniformly in n, 
L = O-lira x) , 
ra . • 
.0 /.x 1- y T 3 ^ ui 1-h T^x = X . and where t^ ;^  J x ) = ^ .^^T^x^ wxtn i^x^ = x^.^^^ 
We define l^ space of o-boundedness in the following way: 
Let x = z + Z.+ z„+ ... + z , then 
n o 1 ^ " 
Jl°:= {ze co: sup 11|>^  j^(z)| < =0}, 
°° ra, n ' 
1 ™ 
where ^^^„(z) = t^^„(x) - t^_j^„(x) = ^  -fi^^n+j * 
If a(n) = n+1, then £^ reduces to il^ . 
0.18. INTRODUCTIOM TO THE THESIS; 
All works of this thesis are based on Cesaro sequence 
spaces. Here we give a brief account of the works. 
In chapter one we have defined a sequence space ces[Cp).(q) 
and prove that it is a complete paranorm space. We have deter-
mined the Kothe-Toeplitz dual and continuous dual of 
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ces[(p),(q) ] . Further, we have characterized the class of 
matrices (ces [ ( p) , ( q) ] , il„) , (ces[ (p) , (q)J, c ) , (ces[ (p) , (q) ] , c ), 
(ces[(p),(q)],A^) and deduce some known and unknown interesting 
results as corollaries. 
We have considered the Rhoades sequence spaces X^, ^ in 
chapter two and determine its Kothe-Toeplitz dual. We have 
characterized the class of matrices ^^ACp)'^""^' ^^A(p)''^^ 
and (X., v,r). Finally, we have investigated the spaces X^^p^ 
for a factorable matrix, for a Norlund matrix, for a Cesaro 
matrix of order one and deduce some known and unknown interes-
ting results as corollaries. 
In chapter three we have defined the sequence space 
w[(p).(q)] and prove that it is a complete paranorra space. We 
have determined the continuous dual and Kothe-Toeplitz dual of 
w[(p),(q)]. Finally, we have characterized the class of mat-
rices (w[(p),(q)],il^(t)), (w[(p),(q)].c^(t)), (w[(p),(q)],c(t)), 
(«[(P).(q)].w^(t)), (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)) and deduce some results 
as corollaries. 
Finally, in chapter four ve have defined the generalized 
Cesaro sequence space of bounded type Z, . and determine its 
(.p.qn; 
Kdthe-Topelitz dual. Further, we have characterized the class 
of matrices CZ^p^^^^,A^) and (Zp^^^^.c) and deduce some 
interesting results as corollaries. 
CHAPTER 1 
GENERALIZED CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF AN ABSOLUTE 
TYPE AND THEIR MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
1.1. INTRODUCTION: 
The main purpose of this chapter is to define and investi-
gate the sequence space ces[(p),(q)] and to determine the class 
of matrices (ces [ (p) , ( q) ] , S,^ ) , (ces [ (p) , (q) ] , c) , 
(ces[(p) ,(q) ] ,c ) and (ces [ ( p) , ( q) ] , 2,^ ) • By specializing 
sequences {p } and {q } we obtain interesting new results and 
n n 
as well as the results of K.P. Lim ([14]. [l5]). and F.M. Khan 
and M.A. Khan [8 ] as corollaries. Further we determine all 
continuous linear functionals on ces [ (p) , (^q) ] for 1 < p < °°. 
Johnson and Mohapatra have defined in their paper [6 ] 
ces[(p),(q)] with different norm and have studied density and 
some inclusion relations. 
In section 1.2 and 1.3 we define the space ces[(p),(q)] 
and prove that it is a complete paranorra space. In section 
1.4, we determine the Kothe-Toeplitz dual and continuous dual 
of ces[(p),(q) ] . We further characterize the class of matrices 
(ces[ (p) , (q) ] , il^ ) and (ces[ (p) , (q) ] ,c) in section 1.5. Finallyj 
in section 1.6 we give the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the class of matrices (ces[(p),(q) ] ,c ) and 
: 16 
(ces[(p),(q)],£^). 
1.2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
All the definitions and notations except those mentioned 
here are the same as in Chapter 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1. If {q } is a sequence of positive real num-
bers, then for p = (p ) with inf p > 0, we define the 
space ces[(p),(q)] by 
°° 1 P 
ces[(p),(q)]: = {x € U ) : E (jr^ S q. | x. | ) '^  < »} , Q r=o ^„r r 'k ' k 2 
where Q = q i-q + . . . + q , and I denotes a sum 
2^ 2^ 2"^  + ! 2^"^^-l r 
r r +1 
over the range 2 _< k < 2 
REMARK 1.2.1 If q = 1 for all n, then ces[(p),(q)] reduces 
to cesCp) studied by K.P. Lim [15]. Also, if p = p for all n 
and q = 1 for all n then ces[(p),(q)] reduces to ces studied 
by K.P. Lim [14]. 
1.3. We start this section with the proof that 
ces[(p),(q)] is a complete paranorm space. We infact prove the 
following: 
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THEOREM 1.3.1. For any bounded sequence p, the space 
ces[(p),(q)] is a paranorm space paranormed by 
(1.3.1) g(x) = ( I ( Q ^ I q^lx^D ' • ) ^ / ^ 
r=o ^2^^ ^  
if H = sup p < 00 and M = max (1,H). 
r ^ 
PROOF. Clearly g(9) = 0 and g(x) = g(-x) . Since p^ < M, 
we have for any x,y e ces[(p),(q)] 
((Klx^.yJ) )'l((K|xJ) .(,^ q,ly,l) r 
and since M ^ 1, we see by Minkowski's 1-^ equn''!••• v --hat g is 
subadditive. Finally we check the continuity of scalar multi-
plication. From the definition of ces[(p),(q)] we have 
inf p > 0. So we can take inf p = P > 0. Now for any complex 
A with |A| < 1, we have 
00 D / 
g(Xx) = ( z ( ^ ^ q k ' ^ ^ ' k l ) ""^^ 
r = o ^2^^ 
. .Pr/M 1 sup |X| g(x) 
r 
< |A|P/^ g(x) ^ 0 as A ^ 0. 
: 18 : 
It is quite routine to show that ces[(p),(q)] is a metric 
space with the metric d(x,y) = g(x-y) provided that 
x,y Sees [(p),(q)], where g is defined by (1.3.1). Using a 
similar method to that in (^ 9], [10],[22]) it can be shown that 
ces[(p),(q)] is complete under the metric mentioned above. 
1.4. We now give the following theorems by which the 
Kdthe-Toeplitz dual ces'*"[ (p) , (q) ] and continuous dual 
ces*[(p) , (q)] of ces[(p),(q)] will be determined. 
THEOREM 1.4.1. If 1 < p f sup p^ < «> and -^ + -^ = 1, 
^ T ^ Pr r 
r = 0,1,2, then 
ces + [(p),(q)]:=[a e w: Z (Q ^ maxCq^^^ aj^  | )) "" E < " 
r = o 2 ^ 
for some integer E > l}. 
PROOF. Let 1 < p^ 1 sup p < «> and — + — = 1, for 
r J- r p t 
r = 0,1,2,.... Then take 
"" _, t _t 
(1.4.1) U(t) = [a e 0): I (Q max(q |a, |)) "^  E "^  < oo 
r = o 2^ r '^  '^  
for some integer E > 1}. 
Now we want to show that ces'*'[ (p) , (q) ] = u(t). 
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Let X «5 ces[(p),(q)] and a e u ( t ) . Then using 
inequality (0.11.1), we get 
^ JVk' = ' r^  'Vk' 
k=l r=o 
= S S q- la^l.qj^lxj 
r = o 
-1 
< r max (Qk Uk'^-r "^k '''k ' 
r = o 
= Z Q ^ max (q" | a j ) . — S q J x J 
r = o 2 
t -t 
E{ E (Q^max(q-^|a^|))TE ^ + Z (^ i- E q J xj) ^ 
r = o 2 "^  r = o «r 
< 00 
which imply that E ^L-^I, ®^ convergent. 
k=l ^ ^ 
Therefore, a e. ces'^ [ (p) , (q) ] i.e., ces"*"[ (p) , (q) ] ZD u(t) . 
Conversely, suppose that E a.x, is convergent and 
k=l ^ " 
X e ces[(p) ,(q) ] , but a ^ u ( t ) . Then 
Z (Q max (q |a. |)) ^ E "^=00 for every E > 1. 
r=o 2 r K K 
So we can define a sequence 0 = n(0) < n(l) < n(2) < 
such that for v = 0,1,2 we have 
: 20 
n(v+l)-l 
-1 -t /P M^ = Z (Q ^  max(q^^la^l)) (v+2) 
r=n(v) 2 ^ 
> 1. 
Now we define a sequence x = (x.) for each v in the following 
way: 
t t -1 -t^ _j 
for n(v) < r < n(v+l)-l 
and Xj^  = 0 for k 4 N(r) , 
-1 
where N(r) is such that \a^, .\ = max (q, |a.|), the maximum 
is taken for k in [ 2 , 2 ). Therefore, 
_t 2n(v+l)-l nCv+l)-l t 
S a x = Z (Q J a I) ^ (v+2) ^ M^ 
._,n(v) ^ ^ r=n(v) 2^ ^ ^^''•> "" 
r „-l 
k=2 
.-1.-....-1 n(v+l)-l t _t /p T/,, o\ r' r 
r=n(v) 2^ ^'^^^ 
= (v+2) -1 
I t fo l lows tha t E aj^x^ = Z (v+2) -^ d ive rges . Moreover, 
k=l v=o 
n ( v M ) - l ^ p 
r=n(v) "^ r^ "^  ^ ^ 
: 21 : 
n ( v . l W U,-.)P, ^ (t,->,P, ^^^^^-VP, ^-P, 
, , „r • 'N(r) 
r=n(v) 2 
_ . n(v+l)-l t t -tj-/Pr 
< (v+2)-2 M" 2 Q r I^N(r)' ^""^^^ 
^ r=n(v) 2^^ ''^^ 
= (v+2) ^ 
P GO r , r. ... „.-2 Therefore, S ( ^ Z q^ I xJ ) ^  < E(v+2)- < - . That is, 
r=o ^2^^ ^  "^^ ^ 
x e ces[(p),(q) ] , which is a contradiction to our assumption. 
Hence a e y ( t ) . i.e., U( t) O ces''"[ (p) , ( q) ] . Then combining 
the above two results we get ces [(p),(q)] = Vi(t). 
Let us now determine the continuous dual of ces[(p),(q)] 
by the following theorem: 
THEOREM' 1.4.2. Let 1 < p < sup p < oo. Then ces*[ (p) , (q) ] 
r r r 
is isomorphic>ito y(t) which is defined by (1.4.1). 
PROOF. It is easy to check that each x e ces[(p),(q)] can be 
00 
written as x = Z x.e. . Then for any f 6 ces*[ (p) , (q) 1 
k=l '^ ^ 
00 00 
(1.4.2) f(x) = Z X f(e.) = E x. a. , 
k=l '^  ^ k=l "^  *" 
where ^(^u) = Qu• 
oo 
By Theorem 1.4.1, the convergence of Z a.x, for every x 
k=l ^ ^ 
in ces[(p),(q)] implies that a e u(t). 
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If x e ces[(p),(q)] and if we take a € U(t) then by 
00 
Theorem 1.4.1, Z a.x. converges and clearly defines a 
k=l ^ 
linear functional on ces[(p),(q)]. Using the same kind of 
argument to that in Theorem 1.4.1, it is easy to check that 
00 OO t _t 
Z |a X I < E( Z (Q ^ max(q-Ma^!)) "" E "" +l)g(x) 
k=l r=o 2 r 
whenever g(x) 5 1, where g(x) is defined by (1.3.1). Hence 
OO 
Z a,x, defines an element of ces* [ ( p) , (q ) ] . 
k=l " ^ 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the representation 
(1.4.2) is unique. Hence we can define a mapping 
T:ces*[(p),(q)] ^ U(t) 
by T(f) = (a,,a^,...), where a. appear from the representa-
tion (1.4.2). It is evident that T is linear and bijective 
Hence ces*[(p),(q)] is isomorphic to y(t). 
1.5. In this section we are going to characterize the 
class of matrices (ces [ (p) , (q) ], il^ ) and (ces[ ( p) , (q) ] ,c) . 
THEOREM 1.5.1. Let 1 < p £ sup p < «>. Then 
^ r r 
A e (ces[(p),(q)],Ji^) if and only if there exists an integer 
E > 1 such that U(E) < «, where 
: 23 : 
°° t _t 
U(E) = sup S (Q ^ A^(n)) ^ E ^ and — + 7- = 1, 
n r=o 2 Pr ^r 
r = 0,1,2, 
We write A (n) = max(q, la , 1), where for each n the maximum 
r r k nk 
is taken for k in [2 ,2 ) . 
PROOF. Sufficiency. Suppose that there exists an integer 
E > 1 such that U(E) < «>. Then by inequality ( O . H . l ) , we 
have 
Z a , X, = E J) a , X, 
, ' nk k ' r nk k k=l r=o '• 
00 
= Z I q, I a , 1 .q, | x, 
r- k nk ' k ' k 
r=o '• 
<_ Z max(qj^ |a^^| ) 2 q^ ^ | Xj^  | 
r=o ^ ^ 
= Z Q max(q^|a | ) . Q ^ Z q^ ^ | x J 
r=o 2 r ^2^^ 
< E { Z (Q ^ A^(n)) '^  E " "•+ Z (^^ Z q^ | x^ | ) ^} 
r=o 2 r=o ^„r ^ 
< 00 
Therefore, A S (cesf(p).(q) ] ,X ) . 
: 24 : 
Necessity. Suppose that A e (ces[ (p),(q)],A„), but 
00 t _t 
sup Z (Q ^ A^(n)) ^ E '^  = ' for every integer E >" 1. 
n r=o 2 
Then S a . x, converges for every n and for every 
k=l 
X e ces[(p),(q)], whence (^nk\=l,2,... ^ ^^^^^^^^'^^^^ ^°^ 
every n. 
By Theorem 1.4.1, it follows that each A defined by 
oo 
A (x) = I a ,X, is an element of ces*[(p),(q)]. Since 
n ,1 nk k k=l 
ces[Cp),(q)] is complete and since sup|A (x)| < «> on 
n " 
ces[(p),(q)], by uniform boundedness principle there exists a 
number L independent of n and x and a number 6 < 1 such 
that 
(1.5.1) |A fx)| < L 
for every x e S[9,6] and every n, where S[9,6] is the 
closed sphere in ces[(p),(q)] with centre the origin 9 and 
radius 6. 
Now choose an integer G > 1 such that 
G6^ > L. 
Since 
°° t _t 
'"P ^ (Q r A^(n)) '^  G "• = CO, 
r = o 2 
: 25 
there exists an integer m > 1 such that 
m t _t 
(1.5.2) R = 2 (Q ^ A^(n)) "^  G > 1 
r=o T 
Define a sequence x = (x.) as follows: 
X, = 0 if k > 2'"+^  k — 
and 
t M/p t -1 _ -t^/Pr 
^Nvw 2 
X = 0 (k ^ N(r), for 0 £ r £ rn) 
where N(r) is the smallest integer such that |a^ N(r)' ^  
max(q~ |a t^  I ) • Then one can easily show that g(x) _< 6 but 
|A ( X ) | > L, which contradicts to (1.5.1). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.5.1. [15] Let 1 < p £ sup p < «>. Then 
^ r ^ 
A G (ces(p),il ) if and only if there exists an integer E > 1 OO'' 
°° t _t 
such that sup Z (2^ ^ max I a . I) "^  E "^  < <», where — + i- = 1, 
n r=o r I nK I P^ . t^ 
PROOF. If q^= 1, for all n in the above theorem then we 
obtain the result. 
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COROLLARY 1.5.2. [14] Let 1 < p < «>. Then A e (ces^,l^) 
CO , 
i f and only i f sup( I (2^ max|a^, | ) ^ ) ' ^ < °°, where 
•« in 11K 
n r = o r 
i + | = 1. 
P t 
PROOF. If q = 1 for all n and also, p„ = p for all n 
n n 
in the above theorem, then we get the result. 
THEOREM 1.5.2. Let 1 < p^ < sup p^ < <=o. Then 
r — r r 
A e (ces[(p),(q)],c) if and only if 
(i) a , ->• a, (n ->- 00, k fixed), 
^ ^ nk k 
(ii) there exists an integer E > 1 such thut U(E) < <», 
where U(E) is defined as in Theorem 1.5.1. 
PROOF, ^fecessity . Suppose A e (ces[ (p) , ( q) ] , c ) . Then A^(x) 
exists for each n >_ 1 and lira A (x) exists, for every 
n " 
x e ces[(p),(q)]. Therefore, by a similar argument to that in 
Theorem l.A.l, we have the condition (ii). The condition (i) 
is obtained by taking x = e. e ces[(p),(q) ] . 
Sufficiency. For the sufficiency the conditions of the theorem 
imply that 
t„ _t, 
raax(q^^|a,J)) 
r = o 2' 
(1.5.3) z (Q^j. ^| "" E "^  £ U(E) < «> 
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By using (1.5.3), it is easy to check that S a.x is abso-
k=l ^ ^ 
lutely convergent for each x G ces[(p) ,(q)]. For each 
x ^ ces[(p),(q)] and for any e > 0, we can choose an integer 
m >^  1 such that 
Then by the proof of Theorem 1.4.2 and by the inequality 
(0.11.1) we have 
oo °° t _t rr 
(1.5.4) Z |a^^-aj | xJ < E{ S (Q ^B^(n)) ^ E ^1} (g^(x) )'*' 
„m r=m 2 
k=2 
£ E {2U(E)+ l}e 
where B^(n) = raax(q~^ | a^^-oij^ 1 ) 
oo t _ t 
and E (Q B ( n ) ) ^ E ^ <_ 2U(E) < «>. 
r=in 2 ^ 
oo oo 
It follows immediately that lim Z a . x = Z a. x . This 
n-Hx, k=l ""^  ^ k=l •^  '^  
shows that Ae. (ces[(p),(q)],c ) which proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.5.3. [15] Let 1 < p 1 sup p < 00. Then 
A e (ces(p),c) if and only if 
(i) a^k -»• a^ (n ->- CO, k fixed). 
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( i i ) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 such t h a t 
t_ _ t . 
nk sup I {2^ max|a^. I) '^  E '^  < " , 
n r = o ^ 
where — + T— = 1 , r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
P t 
'^ r r 
PROOF. If q = 1 for all n in the above theorem then the 
results follow. 
COROLLARY 1.5.4. [ u ] Let 1 < p < <=°. Then A G (ces^.c) if 
and only if 
(i) a , ->- a, (n ->• °°, k fixed) 
^ nk k 
(ii) sup( E (2'' max|a 1)^)^/^ < <», 
n r = o ^ 
where — + T = !• P t 
PROOF. If for all n, p = p and q = 1 in the above 
n '^  ^n 
theorem, then we obtain the results. 
COROLLARY 1.5.5. Let 1 < p < sup p < oo. Then 
r — ^^ ^T 
A e (ces[(p),(q)],c^) if and only if 
(i) the condition of Theorem 1.5.1 holds, 
^^^^ ^nk •*• ° (n -»•«', k fixed). 
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1.6. In this section we characterize the classes 
(ces[(p),(q)].c^) and (ces[ ( p) , ( q) ] . il^ ) . 
We write a(n,k) to denote the element a , of the 
nk 
matrix A, and for all integers n,m ^ 1, we write 
t°„(Ax) = (Ax + TAX +...+ T^Ax )/(m+l) 
mn ^ n n n 
= Z t(n,k,m) X, 
k '^ 
where t(n,k,ra) = 7 Z a(a-^(n),k). 
\ . . / m+1 . ^ V /> / 
Now we prove: 
THEOREM 1.6.1. Let 1 < p £ sup p < =0. Then 
r r '^  
A e (ces[ (p) , (q) ] ,c ) if and only if 
(i) there exists an integer E > 1 such that for all n 
|t(n,k,m)| t _t^ 
U(E) = sup Z (Q ^ max( -;; )) E < «> 
m r = o 2 r "^k 
and — + — = 1, r = 0,1,2,.... 
r^ r 
(ii) a., X = {a , } , e c^ for each k (k) nk n=l 
i.e. lira t(n,k,ra) = u. uniformly in n, k fixed 
m '^ 
In this case, the O-limit of Ax is 
: 30 
lira S t(n,k,m) x. = Z "t-^ t • 
n» k=l ^ k=l '^  
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose that A ^ (ces[ (p) , (q) ] , c^) . Now 
00 
Z t(n,k,m)x. exists for each m and x ^ ces[(p),(q)], 
k=l ^ 
whence t(n,k,m), ^ ces^f(p),(q)] for each m. Therefore, 
it follows that each {f } defined by 
m, n m 
f (x) = t^ - (Ax) 
ra,n m.n 
is an element of ces [(p),(q)]. Since ces[(p),(q)] is 
complete and further sup|t (Ax) | < °° on ces[ (p) , (q) ] . 
m ™ » " 
Now arguing with uniform boundedness principle we have condi-
tion (i). Since e, € ces[(p),(q) ] , condition (ii) follows. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that the conditions hold. Fix n e (N. 
For every integer s ^  1, we have 
s _, t _t «> _, t _t 
Z (Q ^  max(q, ^ |t(n,k,m)1))'' E "" £ sup Z (Q max(q. ^  t(n,k,ra) | )) "" E ^ 
r=o 2^ ^ r K m r=o 2^ r '^  
So, 
s . t _t 
lira lim Z (Q max(q. |t(n,k,in)|)) E 
s-»oo nnoo r=o 2^ r 
<. sup Z (Q ^  max (q~^|t(n,k,m)|» ^ E 
™ r=o 2^ ^ r K 
Therefore, 
: 31 
Z (Q niax(q'^|Uj^|)) ^ E ^ £ sup E (Q j . niax(qj^ | t ( n , k , m ) | ) ) E 
r=o Z*" r *" •" "> r=o 2 
< oo 
Hence (Uj^) G ces' ' '[ ( p ) , ( q ) ] . A l s o , s i n c e t ( n , k , r a ) e 
ces '* ' [ (p) , ( q ) ] , t h e r e f o r e , t h e s e r i e s Z t(n,k, in)Xj^ and E Uj^ Xj^  
c o n v e r g e s for each m and x ^ c e s [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] . 
For g iven e > 0 and x e c e s [ ( p) , ( q) ] , choose s such 
t h a t 
°° 1 Pr 1 /M 
r = s + l ^2^^ 
Since (ii) holds there exists m such that 
^ o 
s 
I Z (t(n,k,m)-u, ) | < e for all m > m 
k=l ^ ° 
Since (i) holds, it follows that 
I Z (t(n,k,ra)-u, ) I is arbitrary small. 
k=s+l ^ 
00 OO 
Therefore, lim Z t(n,k,m) x. = Z "t^., uniformly in n. 
•" k=l ^ k=l 
This completes the proof. 
CJOROLLAST 1.6.1. Let 1 < p <. sup p < oo. Then 
r J. r 
A ^ (ces(p),c ) if and only if (i) there exists an integer 
E > 1 such that for all n 
: 32 
<» t _t 
sup Z (2'^max|t(n,k,m) I) "^  E '^  < " 
m r=o r 
and ^ + 7- = 1. r = 0,1.2, 
^r r 
(ii) Condition (ii) of the above theorem holds. 
PROOF. If q = 1 for all n in the above theorem then we 
n 
obtain the results. 
COROLLARY 1.6.2. Let 1 < p < °°. Then A e (ces , c^) if 
and only if 
" r t 1/^ 
(i) sup( Z (2 max I t(n ,k,m) I ) ) < <», for all n, 
ra r=o r 
1 1 
where — + T = 1. P t 
(ii) Condition (ii) of the above theorem holds. 
PROOF. When p= p, for all n and q = 1, for all n in 
n '^' ^n 
the above theorem then we get the results. 
COROLLARY 1.6.3. Let 1 < p < 00 and i + -J- = l. Then 
p t 
A € (ces. .,c ) if and only if 
(i) sup( Z (Q ^ max(q~^|t(n,k,m)|))'^) < oo' for all n, 
m r=o 2^ ^ r K 
(ii) Condition (ii) of the above theorem holds. 
: 33 
PROOF. The proof follows when p = p, for all n in the 
above theorem. 
When 0(n) = n+1 then c reduces to c. For any 
sequence x we write 
1 " d = d (x) = - ^ S X ^. 
m.n m,n ra+1 . n+i 
' 1 = 0 
We put 
1 •" d (Ax) = - — Z A . (x) 
m,n^ ^ m+1 . n+i^ 
' 1=0 
= E a(n , k , m) x, 
1 •" 
where a(n.k.m) = ^ ^ E ^ n+i.k* 
1 = 0 
Thus we have the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1.6.4. Let 1 < p < sup p < <». Then 
A e (ces[(p),(q) ] ,c) if and only if 
(i) there exists an integer E > 1 such that for all n 
°° , t _t 
sup Z (Q raax(q~ | a(n, k ,m) | )) "^  E '^  < 00 
n» r=o 2 r « 
and -^ + -^ = 1. r = 0,1,2 
Pr 
: 34 : 
(ii) lim aCn,k,m) = u. uniformly in n,k fixed. 
m^« 
PROOF. The proof follows when o(n) = n+1 in the above 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.6.5.[ 8 ] Let 1 < p £ sup p < «>• Then 
r r "^  
A S (ces(p),c) if and only if 
(i) there exists an integer E > 1 such that for all n 
oo t - t 
sup E (2^ max|a(n,k,m) I ) '^  E '^  < «> 
^ r = o ^ 
and — + 7- = 1, r = 0,1,2 
P t 
(ii) Condition (ii) of Corollary 1.6.4 holds. 
PROOF. When a(n) = n+1 and q = 1, for all n in the above 
theorem then we obtain the results. 
COROLLARY 1.6.6. Let 1 < p < «> and - + ^ = 1. Then 
p t 
A S (ces ,c) if and only if 
" r t ^/^ 
(i) sup( Z (2 max |a(n,k,m) I ) ) < <», for all n, 
m r=o r 
(ii) Condition (ii) of Corollary 1.6.4 holds. 
PROOF. If a(n) = n+1, p^ = p. for all n and q = 1, for 
all n in the above theorem then we obtain the results. 
35 
COROLLARY 1.6.7. Let l < p < « > a n d •^  + 7 = 1 - Then 
A £ (ces, \tc) if and only if 
1/t 
(i) sup( Z (Q J. max(q~Ma(n,k,m)|))'^) < «>, for all n, 
m r=o 2 r 
(ii) Condition (ii) of Corollary 1.6.4 holds. 
PROOF. When a(n) = n+1 and p = p, for all n in the above 
theorem then we get the results. 
Finally, we write (see Ahmad and Saraswat [ 2 ]) 
X = Z + Z, + Z„+ . . . + Z 
n o 1 2 n 
^^ „(Az) = T. a(n,k,m) z , 
m, n j^  K 
h . 
1 ™ J 1-1 
where a(n,k,m) = ^.^^^. Z j [ Z a^ ^], with d .= a-' (n) + l 
i = 1 i = d . •"•' -' 
J 
and h. = a^(n). 
Now we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREH 1.6.2. Let 1 < p ^ sup p < «. Then 
A e (ces[(p),(q)],Jl^) if and only if 
* t t 
sup Z (Q max(q"^|a(n,k,m)|)) "" E~ "" < «, 
m,n r=o 2 r '^  
36 
where E is an integer greater than 1 and — + -— = 1 
p t Pr -r 
r = 0,1,2, 
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose that A G. (ces[(p),(q)],£^). Now 
00 
Z a(h,k,ni)z, exists for each m and z e ces[ (p) , (q) ] , 
k=l ^ 
whence o(n,k,m), ^  ces*[(p),(q) ] for each m. Therefore, it 
follows that each {f } defined by f (x) = il) (Az) is 
m,nm ra,n 'm,n 
an element of ces [(p),(q)]. Since ces[(p),(q)] is complete 
and further sup|v|; (Az) | < °o on ces[ (p) , (q) ] , so by arguing 
in, n ' 
with uniform boundedness principle we have the condition. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that the condition hold. Fix n S IN. 
For every integer s >^  1, we have 
s t t °° t _ t 
S (Q ^max(q; j^ |a (n ,k ,m) | ) ) "" E "^  £ sup Z (Q ^max(q~^|a(n,k,m) | ) ) "^  E " 
r=o 2 r ni,n r=o 2 ^ 
So, 
s _ . t _ t 
l i m Z (Q m a x ( q / | a ( n , k . m ) | ) ) "^  E "" 
s-Hx> r=o 2 r 
°° 1 t _ t 
< s u p Z (Q _ m a x ( q " ^ | a ( n , k , m ) | ) ) "" E ^ 
m,n r = o 2 r 
< 00 
Hence a(n,k.m)e ces-'r (p) , (q) ] . Therefore, the series 
37 : 
Z Qi(n,k,m)z, converges for each m and z £ ces[ (p) , (q) ] . 
k "^  
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.6.8. Let 1 < p < sup p < «> and ^ + i- = 1, 
r — ^ r p t 
r *^r r 
r = 0,1,2,.... Then A S (ces(p),il^) if and only if 
oo t -tr 
sup Z (2^ max|a(n,k,m)I) ^ E < ~, 
m,n r=o r 
where E is an integer greater than 1. 
PROOF. Take q = 1, "^^ n in the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.6.9. Let i < p < « and ^ + ^  = 1. Then 
P ^ 
A £ (ces, N.^_) if and only if 
^P'^n^ 
oo 1/t 
sup( E (Q ^ max(q~Ma(n.k,ra) 1))*^ ) < <». 
m,n r=o 2 r 
PROOF. Take p = p, for all n in the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.6.10. Let i < p < » and - + ^ = 1. Then 
p t 
A G (ces ,il_) if and only if 
p 00 
" r t ^ /'^  
sup( Z (2 max |a(n,k,m) I ) ) < <». 
m,n r=o r 
PROOF. Take p^= p, for all n and q = 1, for all n in 
the above theorem. 
If a(n) = n+1 then I reduces to £ . We write 
: 38 : 
1 " 
<j> (Az) = /.,. Z i A .(z) 
m,n^ ' m(ra+l) . , n+i^ ' 1 = 1 
= Z b(n , k,m)z. 
k ^ 
1 ™ 
where b(n,k,m) = —p—-rpr E i a . , • 
^ ' "^  m(m+l) ._. n+i,k 
Thus we have the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1.6.11. Let 1 < p < sup p < °° and — + -^ = 1, 
"^r — r p t 
r '^r r 
r = 0,1,2,.... Then A G (ces [ ( p) , (q) ] , £_^ ) if and only if 
oo _ t -t 
sup Z (Q ^max(qj^^|b(n,k,m)|)) '^  E "^  < -, 
m,n r=o 2 ^ 
where E is an integer greater than 1. 
PROOF. If o(n) = n+1 in the above theorem then we get the 
result. 
COROLLARY 1.6.12. [ 8 ] Let 1 < p < sup p ^co and — + -^ = 1, 
'^r — '^  "^r p t 
r '^r r 
r = 0,1,2,.... Then A S (ces(p) , Jl_^ ) if and only if 
°° J. t _t 
sup Z (2 max I b(n,k,ra) I ) "^  E '^  < <», 
m,n r = o "^  
where E is an integer greater than 1. 
PROOF. The proof follows when a(n) = n+1 and q = 1, for all 
n in the above theorem. 
39 : 
COROLLARY 1.6.13. Let 1 < p < <» and - + ^ = 1. Then 
p t 
A 
A £ (ces. \r^^) if and only if 
°° 1/t 
sup( S (Q ^ niax(qj;^|b(n,k,m)|))^) < ». 
ra,n r = o 2 ^^  
PROOF. Take a(n) = n+1 and p = p, for all n in the above 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.6.14. Let 1 < p < «> and - + -^  = 1. Then 
^ P t 
A 
A £ (ces ,Z ) if and only if 
°° r t ^^^ 
sup( Z (2 max I b(n , k , m) I ) ) < 0°. 
m,n r=o ^ 
PROOF. Take a(n) = n+1, p = p for all n and q = 1 
for all n in the above theorem. 
CHAPTER 2 
GENERALIZED CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF A NONABSOLUTE 
TYPE AND THEIR MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION: 
Let u) be the space of all sequences real or complex. In 
[39] Shiue introduced the Cesaro sequence spaces, denoted by 
ces , 1 < p < oo and showed that they are normed linear spaces 
properly containing the i spaces. In [13] Leibowitz showed 
that each of the ces spaces is a separable Banach space, and 
that the space of finite nonzero sequences is dense in ces . In 
^ ^ P 
[29] Nung introduced Cesaro sequence spaces of nonabsolute type, 
denoted by X . In [3I] Nung and Yee determined the associate 
norms and associate spaces of X and in [30] Nung used these 
results to find the necessary and sufficient condition under 
which an infinite matrix will transforms the sequence spaces 
X into i and c respectively. In [41] Wang defined Nbrlund 
sequence spaces as follows: 
*^^ ' n=o k=o 
where A is a Norland matrix. He showed that X., ^ is a Banach 
A(p) 
space for each 1 < p < », that X., . c: X., v for 1 < p < q, and 
- ^ - ' A(p) - A(q) _ H _ H. 
three other inclusion results. In [34] Rhoades considered A 
: 41 : 
to be a triangle matrix and extended and generalized the above 
mentioned work of Leibowitz and Wang. In the same vein in [11 ] 
Khan and Rahman defined and studied the sequence spaces i . by 
^P = (x e u):Ax = A (x) e l^} , 
A n 
where A is a lower triangular factorable matrix. 
The main purpose of this chapter is to extend and genera-
lize the above mentioned work of Nung [30] for Rhoades sequence 
spaces X., v and characterize the class of matrices (^ATDV^OO^' 
(X., x.c) and (X.. x,r). By specializing the matrix A we 
A(p) A(p) 
obtain the results of Nung [30], Khan and Rahman [11], Mursaleen 
and Saifi [27] and other unknown interesting results as 
corollaries. 
In section 2.3 we determine the 3-dual of X., ^ and section 
2.4 deals with the characterization of class of matrices 
(X,, .,1 ) , (X,, .,c) and (X,. ^ . T ) . Finally, in section 2.5, 
A(p)' «>" A(p)' A(p) 
we investigate the spaces X., v for different choice of the ® ^ A(p) 
ma t r i X A . 
2.2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
All the definitions and notations are the same as in 
Chapter 0. 
2.3. In this section we determine the B-dual of X., v. 
A(p) 
: 42 : 
Suppose xfeX., . and y e X . , ., where 1 <- p <«» . A(p) A(p) 
Then by Abel's transformation we have 
k=o k=o nk 
n-1 k 
= Z ( E a ,x,)(- ^k ^k+1 
1 nx 1 a , a , . 
k=o i=o nk n,k+l i=o 
)+( Z a .X.) — -
^ ^ . ni 1 a 
II 
nn 
n 
= Z b , s, 
, nk k k=o 
where 
r (: k 'k+1 
(2.3.1) b u = < nk 
nk n,k+l 
In 
I 
nn 
0 
•) when 0 £ k £ (n-1) 
when k = n 
when k > n 
and s, = Z a . X. k . ni 1 i=o 
Let B = (b„K.). Then for every x e X.. . and 
nk 
s = {s.} e l^, we have Bs € c. 
K p 
A(p) 
It is well known [22] that B maps i into c if and 
r p 
only if 
lim b , exists for each k, and 
n-Hio nk 
1/t 
' " P U ^ \h \^) ; n > 0} < CO, 
n k=o ^^ ~ 
: 43 
1 1 1 
where ~ + T = !• P t 
Note that the first condition is trivially satisfied. The second 
condition gives us the following: 
THEOREM 2.3.1. The g-dual X^. ^ of X^^p^ for 1 < p < co is 
the space of all sequences y such that 
n k;=o nk n,k+l nn 
We remark that similar results hold for p = 1 and p = °°. 
Alternatively, we may split the condition into two as 
follows: 
y_ 
(2.3.2) sup{ |;^| ; n >. 0} < «• 
n nn 
""^, k^ ^k+l ,t ^/^ 
(2.3.3) sup ( Z | ( ^ - ^ ^^^ ) r ) < -. 
n k=o nk n,k+l 
2.4. In this section we characterize the class of matrices 
^^A(p)'^a>^' ^^A(p)'*^^ ^^^ ^^A(p)'^^' ^°^ °^^ purpose, we give 
a Lemma due to Zeller ([45], p.29): 
LEMMA 2.4.1. If a matrix B transforms a BK-space E into a 
BK-space F then the transformation is linear and continuous. 
Now we prove: 
: 44 : 
THEOREM 2.4.1. Let 1 £ p <. «>. Then B e (X^^p^ ,«.„) if and 
only if 
b , b 
nk _ _r 
n^o nk n. k+1 "—~ t 
b 
(1) 3 U p | | ( - ^ - ^ ) , , „ l l , < 
nk n,k+l — 
nk (ii) sup I 1 < °°, for every fixed n, 
k>o kk 
1 . 1 where - + - = 1 and I I . I I n is the S. norm, 
p t ^^ t 
CO 
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose B S (X^^p^ , ii<„) . Then (Bx) j^ =^ |gb^ j^ Xj^  
is convergent for every x e ^ A C P ) ' ^° ^'^nk^k>o ^^ ^" element 
in xt/ X for every n, it follows that the condition (ii) holds 
A(p) 
and 
nk n,k+l — t 
Since X.. . and l^ are BK-spaces, by Lemma 2.4.1 
llBxMjj < Kllxll 
for some real constant K and x e X 
A(p)-
or sup|(Bx)^| < K||s|L 
n^o p 
for x e X,, V with s = {s.} where s, = Z a .x.. It follows 
'A(p) 
that 
k . nl i i=o 
sup 
n>o 
7 f-^JJiS. _ n , k+1 x 
k^o ^nk ^n.k+1 ^ 
< K 
45 : 
Hence we have 
b , b 
nk _ _i 
n>o nk n,k+l '^ —" "'t 
suplK-^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) . ^ IL < K 
. a , a , -,k>ox,. — 
Thus condition (i) holds. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Then 
for each n = 0,1,2,..., the sequence {b , } , ^ is an element of 
' ' ^ nk k>^ o 
X,, V. Therefore, 
A(p) 
oo 
(Bx) = ^ b , X, 
n , nk k k=o 
is convergent for each x e X., . and by Holder's inequality, 
* A(p) ^ 
we have 
00 
supi(Bx)^| = sup] I ''nk^k' 
n^o n^o k=o 
I V /• n k n_jk + l. i 
= sup| I (-— - ^ ) Sj^l 
n^o k=o nk n,k+l 
n^o nk n, k+1 — t p 
< oo 
which shows that Bx s J, . This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.4.2. Let 1 £ p < « and ^ + -J- = 1. Then B S (X., .,c) 
P t A V P J 
if and only if 
46 
n>o nk n,k+l — t 
nk (ii) sup I 1 < °°, for every fixed n, 
k>o ^kk 
(iii) lim( - ' ) = 6, , for every fixed k, 
n-*^ nk n,k+l 
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose B e(X.. x.c). Then the conditions 
(i) and (ii) follows as arguing in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. 
For the necessity of condition (iii), we take for each fixed k, 
with (k) . a sequence x in X 
(2.4.1) X (k) 
A(P) 
1 
a . 
^ -1 
s — 
0 
if j = k 
if j = k+1 
if i 4 k, k+1 
Then we see that 
V (k) 
s, = La .x\ ^ = 1 k • nj J 
and s.= 0 if i ^ k . 
3 
(Ir) 
For this sequence x^  ' we have 
(Bx^'^)) = Z b .x^ .'^ ) 
" j=o "J J 
: 47 : 
= T. (• ">.i+l ) s 
j=o nj n,j+l 
nk n,k+l 
This shows that condition (iii) is necessary. 
Sufficiency. Suppose the conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Then by 
conditions (±) and (ii), the series 
CBx) = Z b , X 
^ 'n , nk k k=o 
is convergent for every x e X.. ,. By condition (iii) we have 
"•\P) 
nk n , k + l as n 
and s i n c e for eve ry p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r m 
{ I I f-Sil _ n . k + K I t j 1/t 
k=o nk n , k + l 
°° b , b , , , , 
<- ^ .^i V I / n k i i j k + 1 V I t-i 1 / t , X 
£ supl Z \(-— - — ' ) | } ' = a , ( s a y ) 
n^o k=o nk n , k + l 
by l e t t i n g n -> « , we ge t 
m 
k=o 
t x l / t ^ _.._r «? . . ' ' nk _ ' ' n . k + K . t j 1/t 
n^o k=o ^nk ^ n , k + l 
( z 16.^)^'^ < sup{ z K-aii 
S i n c e t h i s i s t r u e for eve ry p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r ra, i t f o l l o w s 
t h a t 
48 : 
( S 16^1')^/' < 
k=o ^ 
Now for every sequence x ^ ^ A C D ) ' "^ have 
n 
s = S a , X, ^ 0 as n ->• °°, 
n , nk k k=o 
Given any e > 0, there exists M ^ 0 such that 
( 2 Is„r) P^l/P <r -L 
k=M 
4a ' 
md by condition (iii), there exists integer M' such that 
I ^ r , nk n,k+l^ o i i ^  ^  
k=o nk n,k+l 'k' -^k 
fo r a l l n > M' . Now for a l l n > M' 
" b , b , , 
I r t f "'^ r i j k + l X o T 
I ^ t ( - — - —-« ) - 6. } s 
k=o ^nk ^ n , k + l ^ ^ 
M b 
1 I J: {(: nk n , k + l 
k=o nk n , k + l 
) - 5 J s . I H- I Z { ( - ^ _ ^ J U C + 1 ) _ 
a , a k=M+l nk ' ' n . k + l \ > ^ k 
< § + ( ^ { | ( T ^ - r ^ ^ - ^ ) | + | 6 j}V/^ ( r | s jP) l /P 
^ ' k = M + r ' ' ^ n k ^ n , k + l k=M+l 
< I ^ 2 a . ^ = e 
So we have 
: 49 : 
n-xn k=o nk n,k+l k=o 
It follows that 
lim(Bx) 
n-voo 
lim Z b , X, 
, nk k 
n->co k=o 
r- / nk n ,k+l >. 
= lim S (^— - -^ -^  ) s^ 
n^^ k=o nk n,k+l 
k=o 
This shows that Bx e c and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.4.3. Let 1 _< p < oo. Then B e (X^(p).r) if and 
only if 
b , b , , 
(l) sup ( - ' ) , I < 00, 
' ' a , a , , 'k>o I ' 5,^  
n>o nk n,k+l — *t 
(ii) sup nk < 00, for each n. 
k>o kk 
b , b , 1 1/n 
(Hi) 1 ^ - ^ ' ^ \ 
nk n,k+l 
0 (n -»• oo) for each k. 
where t = p/(p-l). 
PROOF* Necessity. Let Bx s T whenever x e X., i. Then the 
A(p) 
conditions (i) and (ii) follows as arguing in the proof of 
Theorem 2.4.1. Now defining a sequence x. in X., . by 
J A(p) 
50 : 
(2.4.1) and since Bx e T, the necessity of condition (iii) 
follows immediately. 
Sufficiency. Let conditions (i)-(iii) hold. Then for x ex^^p^ 
and by (i) and (ii) we have (see [27] p.78) 
00 '^^  b b 
Now 
k=o "'^  ^  k=o ^nk %.k+l 
IB (x)|l/'^ = I Z (!nii _ ^nJS±i) s j ^ / " 
" k=o ^nk ^n,k+l 
k=o ^nk ^n,k+l k=o 
k=o nk n,k+l k=o i=o 
-»• 0 (n -»- oo) , 
by (iii) and the fact that X., ^ d^ . Hence Bx e T for 
A(p; oo 
X S X,^ X and this completes the proof. A(p) *^  *^  
2.5. In this section we investigate all above results for 
some special case of the matrix A. 
(1) If the matrix A = (a t^ ) is a lower triangular facto-
rable matrix then a^.:= c.d , where {c, } and {d } are arbitrary 
UK K n k n 
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real or complex sequences. In this case the space ^ACD") 
takes the form 
'^^'^  n=o k=o 
and b , of (2.3.1) will reduce to the form 
nk 
r l_ /lii _ ^ k+l 
k^ k^ " S+l 
b u = < nk d c 
n n 
) , 0 < k < (n-1) 
, k = n 
0 , k > n, 
^ 
Thus, we have the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.5.1. [11] The B-dual of X., . is the space of all 
A(p) 
sequences y such that 
f. V il .•'k 'k+lvit I ^n |t^l/t, ^ sup{( Z \j-(— - — - ) | + |-5_-| ; + / } < CO, 
n>o k=o k k k+1 n' n 
COROLLART 2.5.2 [11] Let 1 < p < ». xhen B e (X., ,,£ ) if 
— — *• A ( p ) °° 
and only if 
(1) sup||{i-(^-.^Ji±i)) II <«. 
n>o °k ^k *^k+l -° ^t 
(ii) sup i_nk I . . ,-. , 
.- I-: 1 < <», for every fixed n. •^ ^^  V k 
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where "^  ^  7 = ^ • 
COROLLARY 2.5.3. [11] Let 1 £ p < «> and ^ + 7 = 1 - Then 
B e (X^/ ).c) if and only if 
n^o k k k+1 — t 
b . 
(ii) sup I ." I < °°, for every fixed n, 
k>;o ^k^k 
(iii) lim (j-(-^ - l'^^^)) = \ for every fixed k. 
n-*^ k k k+1 
COROLLARY 2.5.4. Let 1 £ p < «> and ^ + - = 1. Then 
B e (X.. .,r) if and only if A(p) 
n^o k k- k+1 — t 
''nk (ii) sup I . I < 00, for every fixed n, 
k^o k^k 
(iii) |1. ( ^ -.^^Js±i)|l/n ^ 0 (n - » ) for each k. 
°k ""k *^ k+l 
(2) If A is a No'rlund matrix then X., . takes the fo 
A(p) 
n=o ^n k=o 
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where q > 0, q^ >. 0 (i >. 1) and Q^ =- q^ + qj+. . .+qj^. Then 
b , of (2.3.1) will reduce to the form 
nk ^ 
' ^k q 
'k+1 
•) when 0 < k < (n-1) 
n-k "^ n-k-l 
nk ^ 
Q y 
^n^ n when k = n 
'o 
0 when k > n 
Thus, we have the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.5.5. The 3-dual of X,. ^ is the space of all 
A(p) 
sequences y such that 
sup((VlQ,(-^  - /i^)|V H^\W^ < -. 
n>o k=o 'n-k ^n-k-1 
COROLLARY 2.5.6. Let 1 £ p £ » and ^ + "^  = 1 • Then 
B e (X^(p),A„) if and only if 
(i) sup||(Q^(^-^^^-i^)},>J|, <«». 
n>o ^n-k ^n-k-1 -° *t 
(ii) sup 
k>o 
^k nk 
< 00, for every fixed n. 
1 . 1 COROLLARY 2.5.7. Let 1 < p < oo and - + - = 1. Then 
— P t 
B s (X., .,c) if and only if 
n>o ^n-k '^ •n-k-l "^^^''^ 
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Q. b 
(ii) sup I I < °°, for every fixed n, 
k>o ^o 
riii) lim Q. (-^ ^ - -2-i^ i^i) ^  6 . for every fixed k. 
n-^ ^ ^n-k ^n-k-1 
COROLLARY 2 = 5.8. Let 1 £ p < °° and ^ + 7 = 1 - Then 
B € (X, . . ,r) if and only if 
n^o ^n-k ^n-k-1 — t 
Q, b 
(ii) sup I I < °°, for every fixed n, 
k>;o ^o 
(iii) iQ (_ili<_ _ _nj_k+i)|l/n ^ Q (j^  ^  <„) for each k. 
^ ''n-k '^ n-k-l 
(3) If A is a Cesaro matrix of order 1, then ^\(r)) 
reduces to X [29], and then we have the following corollaries 
COROLLARY 2.5.9. [44] The 3-dual of X , for 1 < p < °° is the 
space of all sequences y such that 
n-1 
sup { Z (|(k+l)(y - y,^,)|S jnyJ'^} < <^. 
n^o k=o i<^  K+i n 
COROLLARY 2.5.10. [30] Let 1 < p _< » and i + i = i. Then 
B S (X„,£ ) if and only if 
P 00 
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(i) sup||{(k+l)(b^^-b^ ^^j)}^^J|^ 
n>o ~ t 
< oo 
(ii) sup |(k+l) b . I < <", for every fixed n. 
k>o "'^  
COROLLARY 2.5.11. [ 30] Let 1 £ p < «> aad ^ + ^ = 1- Then 
B e (X ,c) if and only if 
(i) sup||{(k+l)(b^^-b^ ^^j)}^^J| < -. 
n>o - t 
(ii) sup |(k+l) b . I < °°, for every fixed n, 
II K 
k>o 
(iii) lira (*^ +l) (bj^ -^b^ ^ j^  j) = 5j^ , for every fixed k. 
COROLLARY 2.5.12. [27] Let 1 £ p < «> and - + ^ = 1. Then 
B e (X ,r) if and only if 
(1) -pli((k^i)(b„,-b^_^^p)^^jl^^ < . . 
(ii) sup |(k+l) b . I < 00, for each n, 
k>o 
(iii) Uk+l)(b^j^-b^ j^^j)|l/" > 0 (n ^ =0) for each k 
CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF STRONGLY 
SUMMABLE SEQUENCES AND THEIR MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION: 
The main purpose of this chapter is to define and investi 
gate the sequence spacje w[(p),(q)] and to characterize the 
matrix transformations between w[(p),(q)] and the space of 
generalized entire sequences. By specializing sequences (Pjj) 
and {q } we get the results of Maddox [18] and Bulut [ 4 ]. 
Meanwhile, we also determine all continuous linear functionals 
on w[(p),(q)] for 0 < Pj^  £ 1. 
For a sequence p = (pj^ ) of strictly positive real num-
bers such that 0 < pj^  £ 1 for all k > 1, Maddox [24] define 
the strongly logarithmic means [N, log n,p] summable to 0, 
with index p, by 
[N.log n.p]: = {x:.f^^ £ _ | ^ 0 as n ^ -} . 
K ^ J, 
In the same vein, in section 3.2 and 3.3, we define the 
space of sequences w[(p),(q)] and prove that it is a complet 
paranorm space. In section 3.4. we determine the continuous 
dual and Kbthe-Toeplitz dual of w[(p),(q)]. Finally, in 
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section 3.5, we characterize the class of matrices 
(w[(p),(q)].il<„(t)). (w[(p),(q)],c^(t)), (w[(p),(q)].c(t)), 
(w[(p),(q)],wjt)) and (w[ (p) , ( q) ] , w^(t) ) . 
3.2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
All the definitions and notations except those mentioned 
here are the same as in Chapter 0. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. If {q } is a sequence of positive real num-
bers, then we define the space w[(p),(q)] by 
w[(p),(q)]: = {x e i^~ S q^ lxj^ -iil *" ^  0 (n > -) 
^n k=l 
for some Jl & C} , 
where Q = q,+ Q,.+ ... + q , 
n ^1 ^2 ^n 
Or what amounts to the same thing (see [2l]iP.319) 
1 Pt 
w[(p),(q)]: = {x e W : Q — 2 qj^ |xj^ -£| ^ ^ 0 (r -» «>) 
for some I G. i^} , 
where Q = q ^+ q ^ + ... + q and Z denotes a sum 
^ 2 2+1 2 - 1 r 
over the range 2^ ^ £ k < 2^ "^^ .^ 
REMARK 3.2.1. If q^= l for all n, then w[(p),(q)] redu 
to w(p) studied by maddox ([17], f 18],f21],[23]) and 
ces 
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Lascarides-Maddox [12], Also, if p^= p for all n and q^= 1 
for all n, then w[(p),(q)] reduces to w studied by Maddox 
([17 ],[19])- Further, if q = - and 1 = 0, then w[(p),(q)] 
reduces to [N,log n,p] studied by Maddox [24]. 
3.3. In this section we show that w[(p),(q)] is a com-
plete paranorm space and also a 0.-space. We infact prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.3.1. For any bounded sequence p, the space w[(p),(q) 
is a paranormed space by 
1 P^ 1/M 
(3.3.1) g(x) = sup ( Q ^ ^%\\\ ) 
r ^ T- r 
2 
is sup p < °o and M = max (1, sup p ). 
J. r J. r 
PROOF. Clearly g(9) = 0 and g(x) = g(-x). Since p £ M , 
we have for any x,y^ w[(p),(q)] 
. Pj,/M M p /M P./M M 
((^ qfclx^ +yj) ) < ((EqJxJ) + (JqJyJ) ) 
and since M ^ 1, we see by Minkowski's inequality that g is 
subadditive. Finally we check the continuity of scalar multi-
plication. For any complex \ , we have 
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P. 1/M 
2' ' 
g(\x) = sup ( Q — I q^ lXxj^ l ^) 
= sup |X| g(x) 
r 
on w[(p),(q)], whence X -»• 0, x -»• 9 imply Xx ^ 9 and also 
X ->• 9, X fixed imply Xx ->• 9. Now let X ^  0, x fixed. Fo; 
|X| < 1 and given e > 0, we can choose r such that 
g(Xx) < -I for r < r and -p^ I q, | Xx, | '^  < I. Takin; 
° ^ 2 o Q . k k 2 
-^,r r>r 2 o 
small enough, we then have g(Xx) < E i.e., g(Xx) -»• 0 < 
X -»• 0. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. [18] For any bounded sequence p, the s\ 
w(p) is paranormed by 
g(x) = sup(J- Z|x. I "") 
r 2"^  r K 
PROOF. The proof follows when q = 1 for all n in the 
n 
above theorem. 
When p is bounded then wf(p),(q)] is a linear sp 
(see Theorem 1. [17J) and also complete with the above pa: 
norm (see Theorem 6. f21]). Hence, it is a 0-space so thai 
a 6.-space. 
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3.4. In this section we determine the continuous dual 
and the Kothe-Toeplitz dual spaces of w[(p),(q)]. We give 
the following theorems: 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let 0 ^  m £ Pj^  £ 1 and 1 1 q^  < " for 
every k^ IN and denote by u(p) the set of all sequences 
a = (a,^ ) such that 
(3.4.1) S max|(Q ^ q^') "^ a^\ < -, 
r=o ^ 2 
r r +1 
where max is the maximum over 2 <^  k < 2 . Then, for 
r 
arbitrary a, a e u ( p ) , x e w[(p),(q)] (with Xj^-v £(w[ (p) , (q) ]) ) , 
oo 
(3.4.2) f(x) = otS, + Z auX, , 
k=l ^ ^ 
defines an element f of w*[(p),(q)] and conversely every 
element of w*[(p),(q)] can be represented in this form. 
PROOF. Let us write 
(3-^-3) l|x|| = sup ( ^ E q j x j ' ^ 
2^ 
when x e w[(p),(q)]. We use the notation for a norm for con-
venience, although ||x|| is not a norm in the usual sense. 
Also we write 
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-1 ^/PR 
D = S max|(Q ^ q^') aj^  | 
r=o 2 
when a ^  u(p) • 
If X, -•- il(w[(p) ,(q) ]) then I = Z(x) is linear. Now 
Pif 2. ™ -* 0 implies 
p, 
\!i\ ^ > min( \i\ , U T ) = s, say. 
Hence for every r, by using the inequality (0.11.2) we have 
2 
2^ 2^ ^ 
< 0 ^ Z qj£-xj + llx 
1 Pv 
When r -»- » then 7^^ Z q. [il-x, ) '^  ^  0, so 
W _ r "^  k 
either s = | il | < | | x I | , or s = | £ T 1 l|x|| 
i.e. either \l\ < \\x\\, or | Jl | < ||x||^/'" 
Combining the above results we have 
2|M 1 llxll + ||x||l/'" 
i-«- I M < I (llxll + 11x11^/""). 
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Thus S- is continuous on w[(p),(q)] 
We now show that g(x) = !• a. x, is well defined and 
k=l k k 
continuous on w[(p),(q)] when a e U(p) and P^. ^  m > 0. 
For any xew[(p),(q)] write H = raax(l,||x||). Then 
r + 1. 
(Q ,) 
2 
1/p k jjl/mj H 
1 1, (2^ ^ £ k < 2^ "^  ) 
and, since Pi, £ 1 » we have 
1/p, 
r '^k^k' - " ^ ^ K Q r k^ ^ ^k' 
rl/ra 
so that |g(x)| £ DH ||x||. 
Now if ||x|| < 1, then, without the restriction Pi^  ^ m ^ 0, 
l8(x)| < DllxM. 
and so, being continuous at the origin and obviously linear, 
g is continuous every where. We now have 
f = aJl + g 
is in w*[(p),(q)]. It is obvious that if f is in 
w*[(p),(q)] then 
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( 3 . 4 . 4 ) f ( x ) = aJl + Z a, (x - i ) 
k=l ^ ^ 
where a = f ( e ) , a, = f ( e . ) and Xj^  -»• A(w[ ( p ) , (q ) ] ) . We now 
00 
show that if I a,(x,-il) converges whenever x ->• A(w[ (p) , (q) ]) 
k=l *^  '^  ^ 
then a € y(p) » which will establish the theorem. Suppose a 
is not in |J(p). Then there is a decreasing null sequence 
(b ) such that 
1/p, 
I b max|(Q q-^) ^ a | 
•=o r 2 
^i = co^  
1/Pw 
Write D(r,k) = (Q ^ qj^ ') I a^ | for 2' < k < 2^  and 
suppose k is such that 
max D(r,k) = D(r,k ). 
Put 
x(k ) = (Q ^ q. ) 
1/p k(r) 
sgn a(k ) b 
and x, = 0 (k ^ k )• k r 
1 Pi, P(k ) 
Than ^ Z qjxj " , b^ ^ < b^ 
for sufficiently large r since (b ) is a null sequence. 
Hence x -v 0(w[ (p) , (q) ]), but Z a.x. = b^ max D(r,k), so 
]- K K r J. 
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that Z ^ir^u diverges. This completes the proof. 
k=l ^ ^ 
Now we determine the Kothe-Toeplitz dual of w[(p),(q)] 
by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4.2. Let 0 < Pj^  f 1 and 1 i q,^  < °° for every 
k e IN. Then w'''[ (p) , (q) ] = U, where 
°° 1/p 
( 3 . 4 . 5 ) U = { a e 0): Z raax{(Q J. B"-^  qjjb •" |a^|} < «> 
r=o r 2 
for some integer B > 1)3 
r r +1 
where max is the maximum taken over 2 £ k < 2 
r 
PXOOF. Let a e M. Then there exists an integer B > 1 
such that 
°° 1 /p 
Z max{(Q ^ B"^ q'b *" I a^ 1} < ». 
r=o 2 
Take Xj^  -»- il(w[ (p) , (q) ] ) . Then there exists an integer R. > 0 
such that 
07 I 'J^- ' i '" < IB 
2 
and -L- max(l,|£|) < L Q r ^^'l-W - 2B 
2 
for every r > R^  . Hence ^ q^^ (x^ ^ |'''^  < 8"^ and since Pj^  < 1. 
2^ 
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we h a v e f o r e v e r y r > R , , 
1 1 1/Pk _l l / P k 
_l 1 1/Pk 
£ B max {(Q ^ B ' q^') "" | a j ^ | } . h ( x ) 
1 ^k 
where h ( x ) = s u p ( ^ — Z QJ^ | Xj^  | ) . 
r ^ r r 
2 
l ien CO T. | a , x, | < °o. 
k = l " ^ 
To p r o v e t h a t w'^ 'f ( p ) , ( q ) ] C u , l^et a ^ u . T h e n 
OO 1 / P 
Z m a x ( ( Q ^ ^ " ^ q j ; ^ ) "^  I ^ k I ^  = " ' 
r = o ^ 2 
for every integer B > 1 and therefore there exists a 
sequence B ^ <» such that 
r 
.-1 -U^/Pk T. max{(Q ^ B / q ^ ) I a, | } = «>. 
r = o ^ 2 
Then by Theorem 3.4.1, a ^ w'*'[ ( p ) , ( q ) ] . 
: 66 : 
Hence w [(p),(q)] = M. 
3.5. In this section we determine the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for some class of matrices. For our 
purpose we need the following well known lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.5.1.[25] Let X be a paranormed space and let (A ) 
be a sequence of elements of X , and suppose t = (t.) is 
bounded. Then, for some M > 1, sup(|lAl|w) < °°, implies 
n ^ 
(A (x)) S ^co^t) for every x e. X. If X is a 3-space then 
the converse is true. 
LEMMA 3.5.2.[25] Let X be a paranormed space and let (A ) 
* 
be a sequence of elements of X . 
(i) If X has fundamental set G and t is bounded 
then the following propositions 
(3.5.1) (A^(b)) e c^(t) for every b e c 
and 
t 
(3.5.2) lim lim sup (||A ||„) " = 0 
M n n M 
together imply 
(3.5.3) (AJJ(X)) e c^(t) for every x S X . 
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(ii) If t ^ c then (3.5.2) implies (3.5.3). 
(iii) Let X be a S-space, then (3.5.3) implies (3.5.2) 
even if t is unbounded. 
LEMMA 3.5.3.[25] Let X be a paranormed space and let (A^ )^ 
be a sequence of elements of X and suppose t is bounded. 
(i) If X has a fundamental set G, and if there is an 
s e x * such that (Aj^(b)-s(b)) ^  c^( t) for all b e G and 
t 
(3.5.4) lim lim SUD(||A^-s|L) = 0 
M ft n n 
then 
(3.5.5) (AJ^(X)) S c(t) on X. 
* (ii) If t e c and if there is an s (= X such that 
o 
(3.5.4) holds then (3.5.5) is true. 
(iii) If X is a B-space and if (3.5.5) is true, then 
there is an s e X such that (3.5.4) holds. 
LEMMA 3.5.4.[ 4 ] Let X be a paranormed space and let (A„) 
be a sequence of elements of X and suppose that t is 
bounded. If there exists an integer M > 1 such that 
(3.5.6) sup(i Z (llA. M„)^'') < » 
n 
: 68 
then 
(3.5.7) (Aj^(x))e w^(t) for every x S X . 
If X is a 3 .-space then the converse is also true. 
LEMMA 3.5.5.[ 4] Let X be a paranormed space and let (A^) 
* u J J 
be a sequence of elements of X , and suppose t is bounded. 
(i) If X has a fundamental set G then the following 
propositions 
(3.5.8) (Aj^(b)) e w^(t) for every b e G, 
(3.5.9) lim lim sup(^ ^ d l A j L ) ) = 0 
M n " j^ _i "^  " 
together imply 
(3.5.10) (A^(x))e w^(t) for every x S X . 
(ii) If t e c^ then (3.5.9) implies (3.5.10). 
(iii) Let X be a B-space. Then (3.5.10) implies (3.5.9). 
LEMMA 3.5.6.[17] let c (p) denote the set of sequences 
X = (Xj^ ) such that Ixj^ l*^ -*- 0. If P^ > 0 and tj^  > 0 then 
c^(t)c: CQ(P) if and only if lim inf ^k/tj^ > 0. 
LEMMA 3.5.7.[12] Let 0 < p,^  £ 1. Then Ae(w(p),c) if and 
only if 
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(i) There exists an integer B > 1 such that 
<» _ 1/Pi. 
(3.5.11) sup( Z maxlca"" B M "^  | a . |} ) < <» , 
n r=o r 
(ii) lira a 1, = **!, exists for every fixed k, 
(iii) lim Z a , = a exists, 
n k "•^  
LEMMA 3.5.8.[ 4 ] Let 0 < Pj^  £ 1. Then AS(w(p),£^) if 
and only if there exists an integer B > 1 such that (3.5.11) 
holds. 
Now by using Theorem 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 and the above Lemmas 
we are ready to characterize the class of matrices 
(w[(p).(q)].JlJt)), (w[(p),(q)].c^(t)), (w[(p),(q)],c(t)), 
(w[(p),(q)],w„(t)) and (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)). 
Let p = (Pj^ ) and t = (t. ) be bounded sequences of 
strictly positive real numbers. If S = max (l.sup t, ) then 
k ^ 
it follows by Lemma 3.5.6, c^(t) = c^(S~^t), Jl,o(t) = il„(S"^t) 
and c(t) = c(S t). For this reason without loss of genera-
lity we may assume t^ _< 1 for all n e |N for the following 
first three theorems. 
THEOREM 3.5.1. Let 0 < m = inf p, £ p. < l, 1 < q, < « and 
: 70 : 
0 < t, £ 1 for all k e IN. Then A e (w[ (p) , (q) ] , il^ ( t ) ) if 
and only if 
-1 -1 ^/Pk ^n 
(3.5.12) T(B) = sup( Z max{(Q ^B q,^) l^nk'^^ ^ 00 
n r=o ^ 
for some B > 1. 
PROOF. We define, for each n e IN 
00 
(3.5.13) A„(x) = E a . x , on w[(p),(q)]' 
k = l 
First suppose A e (w[(p),(q)],A^( t) ) then the series in 
(3.5.13) is convergent for every n e IN. Hence, 
(a^^, a^2 ) ^ w'^[(p),(q)] for each n e IN. Now we define 
f (x) = Z a^.x on w[(p),(q)], 
1 , n J" n K. K. 
r r +1 
where the sum is over the range 2 £ k < 2 . Clearly each 
f_ „ is linear on w[(p),(q)]. Since w[(p),(q)] is a para-
r , n 
normed space, so there is a K > 1 such that g(K~ x) < -^ , 
— D 
by the continuity of scalar multiplication where B satisfies 
the condition of Theorem 3.4.2. Then, for each n e IN and 
for every r ^ 0, we have 
|f^ „(x)| = |K f (K~^x)| = Klf (K~^x)| 
' r,n^ ' ' ' r,n^ ' ' ' r,n^ ' ' 
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- 1 < K Z | a . ( K - ^ x . ) l 
nk' 
. -1 - K ^ / P k < K max{(Q ^ B " ^k > |a^j^l} .Z{(Q ;:Bq^)|K ' x ^ | } - 1 , P k , l / P k 
. -1 - K ^ / P k 
^ K max{(Q ^.B" q " ' ) • ' |a^j^ |}.BQ ^ Z q^ | K ' x ^ | , - 1 i^k 
1/p, 
< K niax{(Q ^B \ ^ ' ) "^  | a^^ | } .Bg(K ' x ) 
where max i s t h e maximum taken over 2 < k < 2 r + 1 and 
g(x) = supC-p; Z q^Ix^l ) , for 0 < Pj^ _< 1 , k = 1,2,.... 
- 1 . x ^ 1 . 
2 
and since g(K x) < :=•, it is easily seen that 
— D 
1 _1 y, 
•fz— B q. |K X. I £ 1. Thus, for each n ^  IN and every integer 
r > 0, f is bounded, so that continuous functionals i.e., 
— ' r ,n 
for each n € iN and every integer r >^  0, f S w*[(p),(q)]. 
r , n 
We also have 
s s 
lim Z f (x) = lim Z Z a , x, = Z a , x, = A (x) 
s r=o r,n 
r nk k k nk k n 
r=o * "• 
so that, for each nG.N, A is continuous, i.e., for all 
n&W, A e w*[(p),(q)] by corollary of Theorem 11 in 
([ 22] ,p. 114) . Hence for each n e (H, we can write 
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(3.5.14) | A ^ ( X ) | < llA^llg g(x) on w[(p),Cq)]. 
Now we show that, for each ne(N, 
00 1 /P 
( 3 . 5 . 1 5 ) llAnMB= ^(^'^^ = ^ niax{(Q ^ . 8 " ^ ; ; ^ " " ' ^ n k ' ^ ' 
r=o ^ 2 
where B > 1 for which IIA 11 is defined. 
n 
Choose any n e IN and suppose that B is a number such that 
,-1 -K^/Pk -1 
max{(Q ^B \ ^ ' ) \a^^\} ^ (r+3) \ for all r > 0 
If we define a sequence x = (x, ) as follows: 
-1 -1 -1 ^/Pk [log(3+r)] \ Q ^B \ ^ ' ) 
\ = S 
sen a , 
° nk 
for k = k(r) 
0 for k ?^  k(r) 
where k(r) denotes an integer k in the interval l"' < k < 2'^''" 
such that 
(3.5.16) ,-1 -u^/Pk. ,-1 -1 1/p k(r) ™ax{(Q^^ B- q-) ^IVI) = (Q^,B-q-J^^) ..^ ^^ ^^ ,^. 
then we have - ^ E <l^\x^\ K B~^ [log(3+r) f ^^""^ -^  0 (r >«> ). 
Since 0 < m = inf p, < k Pk - Pk - ^' ^° ^^^^ ^ ^ w[(p),(q)], and 
also we find 
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I a^^x^ = max{(Q^^B-lq-l) ''^  | a^, |} [log( 3+r ) J'^  
> [(3+r) log(3+r)]~^ 
so that the series in (3.5.13) is divergent, which is a contra-
diction. Thus for each n e IN, 
00 1 /p 
C(n,B)' = Z max{(Q B"^q~^) '^  | a , |} < <" for some B > 1, 
= n r r = o 
nk 
s i n c e ( a , , a „» ) ^ w [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] f o r a l l n e (N. 
If g(: ) 1 B"' then T 
2' 2' 
x) = SUPCTT^ E q. IX. I ^ ^) < ^ , then TT" Bq J x, | '^  < 1 
Q r r 'k' k Q r 
for all k e ffj and since sup p. ^ 1 . we find 
A,(x)| Z a , x, Ic nk k 
^ ^ ? l-nk^k 
r=o * 
<^E^n.ax{(Q^^B-lq-l) "^  I a„, | } .BQ"! Z q J x. 
< [C(n,B)].Bg(x) 
so we have 
(3.5.17) A„| L 1 C(n,B) < CO 
n' 'B 
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Now for each n we take any integer s > 0 and defined 
X e w[(p),(q)] by 
X, = 0 for k > 2^ '*"^  k — 
1 _i yPk(r) 
^k(r)= (^ 2^ ^ k^Cl»; ^^" "n.k(r) 
and Xj^  = 0 (k ,^  k(r)) for 0 £ r <_ s, 
where k(r) is a number which satisfies the condition (3.5.1fi). 
1 Pk 1 
Since g(x) = s u p ( ^ Z Qj^  I Xj^  | ) < r^, for this sequence we get 
Z max{(Q B-lq-1)' ' N a ^ J } < I I AJ |3 
r=o r 2 
by (3.5.14), so that we find 
(3.5.18) C(n,B) < |1A^||g. 
Hence, we obtain I IA^| |g = C(n,B) by (3.5.17) and (3.5.18). 
By Theorem 3.3.1, we have w[(p),(q)] is a complete paranormed 
space so it is a 6-space. Thus, by Lemma 3.5.1, it is seen 
that (3.5.12) holds. 
For the sufficiency, suppose that (3.5.12) holds for 
some integer B > 1. Then there exists an integer M > 1 
such that 
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-1 -U^/Pk. 
C(n.M) = Z max{(Q ^M" q^ > l^ nkl^  < 
r=o 
for each ne IN. 
Since w[(p),(q)] is a paranormed space, there is a K >. 1 
such that g(K~ x) £ ^ by the continuity of scalar multipli-
cation on the paranormed space. Hence 
. - 1 X , 1 .. i,.-l l ^ k , ^ 1 g(K~ x) = sup(7^ ^ \ \ ^ ^Ji ) < M ' 
r ^Q.r 
1 -1 k 
and for this reason we can take ^ — Mqj^ jK Xj^ | <_ 1 for 
every k e IN. Thus, we have 
\ ' 
a_,x, I = S Z | a „ . x 
K r=o ^ nk kl 
" 1 1 1/Pir 1 , _i Pt 1/Pif 
1 Z max{(Q M ' q " ^ ) ""la . |}K Z ( Q ^ - Mq^|K \ | •") 
r=o '^  2 r "^  r 
,-1 .-K^/Pk, n „. .-1 . ..-1 .Pk 
< f -x{(Q M-^  q-^ ) •^ |a^ J}.KM Q^ Z q j r \ | 
r=o 
< K [C(n.M)] M 8(K"^x), 
which implies that the series in (3.5.13) is absolute conver-
gent for each nS!N, that is, (a^j,a^2 ) ^ w'^ [(p),(q)] for 
each ne W. Now we can show, by a similar way of the proof 
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of necessity, that A^ ^ s w*[ (p) , ( q) ] for each n e IN . where 
I |A^! Ij^  = C(n.M). Then (A^( x) ) e S,^ (t) , by Lemma 3. 5 .1, so 
it is seen that A e (w[(p),(q)],^„(t)). This completes the 
proof . 
REMARK 3.5.1. If 0 < inf tj^ < tj^ < sup t^ = S < «>, then we can 
take , 
_l/t 1/p. 
(3.5.19) sup I max{(Q ^q. ^ B ") |a , |} < -
n r = o r 2^ "^  
for some B > 1, 
instead of (3.5.12). 
Similarly we can show that this condition is also 
necessary and sufficient for A e (w[ (p) , (q) ] , il^ (t) ) , and also 
, _l/t 1/p. 
r=o "^  2 
where B is a number for which ||A ||„ is defined. So in 
this case we prove the sufficiency without using the result 
of Lemma 3.5.1 as follows: 
Since w[(p),(q)J is a paranorraed space and the scalar 
multiplication in a paranorraed space is continuous then there 
exists a K >_ 1 such that g(K~ x) £ B~ ^ < B~^, where 
V = inf tj^ . Then for any n e IN, we have 
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|A„(x)|'°<(I n a „ , x j ) ' " 
r=o ' 
l..'n 
r=o ^  
r=o ^ 2 ^ 2 
r=o r 2 
<K^[ Zmax{(Q^ q-^  B ") ""la^J}]" 
r=o ^  2 
-1/t 1/p, 
<K^[l+( Z max {(Q^ q"' B ") |a„kl>)"] 
r=o r 2 
on w[(p),(q)], so (A^(x)) e £^(t) for all x e w[(p).(q)]. 
In fact, the condition (3.5.12) implies (3.5.19) without 
the restriction inf t, ^ 0. Suppose that (3.5.12) holds. 
k •* 
Then there is a constant L > 1 such that 
oo 1/p t 
( Z raax{(Q ^B' -^q:^) ' ' l a . | } ) " < L for some B > 1. 
for a l l n e IN. Hence we have 
( Z max{(Q ^ B ' ^ q " ^ ) 
r=n r 9^ K 
1/p,, ' 1 / t . 
. ' " ' - ; ' ^ ' L "la . | } ) ' " < 1 
r=o 1 2 " ^ nk ' -
a^  
< - » • 
^fv , 
^^ T-^O^l 
( J 6 Z V ^ 
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, , 1/p. - 1 / t t /S 
( Z n . x { ( Q ^ B - N - b n " l a j } ) " f l 
r=o 1^  2 
S 
for a l l n e S N . where S = sup t . I f we t ake M = B L, then 
k 
we have 
- 1 / t p. - 1 / p . - l / t „ 
or M "^  '^  < B '^  L " for all k,nS IN. 
Thus, from the above result, we find 
, -1/t 1/p. °° 1 _i 1/Pk -l/^n, M 
{(Q,q> ") '|a^J}l Z m a x { ( Q ^ B V ) ^ '^ ak'^  
r=o 
, , 1/p. -1/t t /S 
<( Smax{(Q^B-\l) '^  L |a„J}) 1 
r=o ^  2 
for all n e w , so that (3.5.19) holds. 
If 0 < inf t, = V £ t. £ sup t. < <» for every k e (N, 
then we can show that (3.5.19) implies (3.5.12) by the same 
method. 
COROLLARY 3.5.1.[ 4 ] Let 0 < m = inf p. < p. < l and 
k k k — 
0 < tj^  £ 1 for all k ^ W . The necessary and sufficient 
condition for A & (w(p) , Jl^ (t) ) is 
T(B) = sup( I max{(2''B"^) •" | a . /}) " < <», 
n j-^o r nk» 
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for some B > 1. 
PROOF. If q = 1 for all n in the above theorem, then we 
n 
obtain the result. 
THEOREM 3.5.2. Let 0 < inf Pj^  £ Pj^  £ 1 and 1 £ q^  < °° 
for every k e |N and let t = (t, ) be bounded. Then 
A (= (w[(p),(q)],c^(t)) if and only if 
t 
( 3 . 5 . 2 0 ) l i m ja , | " = 0 , f o r k = 1 , 2 , 
n ^"^ 
°° 1 / p t 
( 3 . 5 . 2 1 ) l i m l i ra s u p ( E max{(Q B~-^q"S "^  | a , | } ) " = 0 , 
B n r = o J^  2"" " " " 
and 
t 
( 3 . 5 . 2 2 ) l i m | E a . I " = 0 
n k nK 
PROOF. D e f i n e A by ( 3 . 5 . 1 3 ) on w [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] . S u p p o s e 
A e ( w [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] , c ^ ( t ) ) t h e n A e (w[ ( p ) , ( q ) ] , i l ^ ( t ) ) , s i n c e 
c^(t) cz l^(t). T h u s , by Lemma 3 . 5 . 8 , t h e r e i s a c o n s t a n t L 
s u c h t h a t 
°° 1/p 
C(n,B) = E max{(Q B~^q~b '"la^. |} < L for some B > 1, 
r=o r 2 nK — 
f o r a l l n e c l N . Now by t h e same method i n t h e p r o o f of Theorem 
3 . 5 . 1 , we can show t h a t A^ e w * [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] f o r e v e r y n IN, 
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where IJA 11^ = C(n,B) and B is a number for which I I A^^ | I 
is defined. 
Since w[(p),(q)] is a complete paranormed space, it is 
seen that (3.5.21) is necessary by Lemma 3.5.2(iii). By takin; 
the sequences e and e, , it is easily seen that the condition; 
( 3.5.22) and (3.5.20) are also necessary. 
Next suppose that conditions (3.5.20)-(3.5.22) hold. 
Since (e, e, ,e«,...) is basis and also a fundamental set of 
w[(p),(q)], we have by (3.5.20) and (3.5.22), A^(b)Sc^(t) for 
every b ^ (e .ej ,e„,....) . Then, by Lemma 3.5.3(i), it is 
enough to show that 
t 
lira lim sup(||A ||r>) = 0. 
B n " '^  
By a similar way of the proof of the theorem 3.5.1 it is 
easily shown that A ^ w*[(p),(q)], where ||A I I T. = C(n,B) 
and B is an integer B > 1 such that ||A ||„ is defined. 
Then the condition required holds by (3.5.21), so we obtain 
(Ajj(x))e '^ o^ '^ ^ ^°^ every x e w[(p),(q)] by Lemma 3.5.3(i), 
i.e., A e (w[(p),(q)],c^(t)). 
REMARK 3.5.2. If 0 < inf t. = v < t, < sup t, < «>, then we 
k K k — j^  k 
can take the following condition instead of (3.5.21) in the 
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Theorem 3.5.2. 
'1/t 1/p, 
(3.5.23) lira lira sup( I max{(Q ^q^ B ") !^nk'^^ " °-
B n r=o 2 
By the way of the proof of the Theorem 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 we can 
show that (3.5.20), (3.5.22) and (3.5.23) are necessary and 
sufficient for A ^  (w[(p),(q)],c (t)). We can also show that 
(3.5.21) implies (3.5.23) and if inf t, ?^  0 then (3.5.23) 
k '^  
implies (3.5.21) . 
COROLLARY 3.5.2. [ 4] Let 0 < inf p. £ p. 1 1 for every 
k'S IN and let t = (t.) be bounded. Then A'S(w(p),c (t)) 
if and only if 
t 
(3.5.24) limla . | " = 0, for k = 1,2, 
n '^'^ 
°° 1 l/Pi, t 
(3.5.25) lira lira sup( Z raax{(2^B"^) |a . |}) " = 0, and 
B n r=o r ^^ 
t 
(3.5.26) lira |S a . I " = 0 
n k ""^  
PROOF. The results follow when we take q = 1 for all n in 
Theorem 3.5.2. 
THEOREM 3.5.3. Let 0 < inf P. £ p. £ 1 and 1 < q, < «> for 
every k e IN and let t e c^ , A e (w[ (p) , (q) ] ,c^( t) ) if and 
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only if (3.5.21) holds, 
PROOF. This follows, by the method of Theorem 3.5.2, from 
Lemma 3.5.2 (ii) and (iii). 
COROLLARY 3.5.3. [ 4] Let 0 < inf p. £ p. £ 1 for every 
k e TN and let t ^ c , A S (w(p),c (t)) if and only if 
(3.5.25) holds. 
PROOF. Proof follows when q = 1 for all n in Theorem 3.5.3 
^n 
THEOREM 3 . 5 . 4 . L e t 0 < i n f Pj^  1 Pj^  1 1 and 1 £ q,^  < °° f o r 
e v e r y k ^ !N and l e t t be b o u n d e d . Then A S ( w [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] , 
c ( t ) ) i f and o n l y i f 
°° 1 /p 
( 3 . 5 . 2 7 ) s u p d a ^ ^ l + Z max{ (Q , B " ^ q " ^ ) ' ' U ^ , | } ) < «>. 
n r = o r 2 " 
f o r some B > 1 and t h e r e e x i s t s a s e q u e n c e ( a , a , , a „ , ) 
^ o 1 2 
s u c h t h a t 
t 
( 3 . 5 . 2 8 ) l i m | a ^ ^ - ttj^ | " = 0 , f o r k = 0 , 1 . 2 , 
n 
and 
( 3 . 5 . 2 9 ) lim lim sup(|a„ - a | + Z max{(Q B~^q"b ''la . - a , | } ) " = 0 , 
B no o _ _ T" n^ K riK k 
n r=o ^ 2 
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PROOF. On w[(p),(q)], define A by 
n 
(3.5.30) A^(x) = aj^^s(x)+ | a^ j^ Xj^ , where Xj^-*- s(w[ (p) , (q) ]). 
First, suppose A e (w[ ( p) , (q) ] , c( t) ) . Then (ajil'^n2' ^ 
=• w [(p),(q)] for each n S N. Also by Theorem 3.4,1 
A c= w*[(p),(q)] for each n e IN, where 
n 
-1 -1 /^Pv (3.5.31) ||AJ!3= la^J-H E.ax((Q B - q - ) '^  | a^, | } , 
r-o r 2 
and B > 1 is an integer for which ||A [|„ is defined. Hence 
there exists a ^ i ^ w*[(p)»(q)] such that 
lim|A (b) - f.(b)| = 0 for every be(e,e,,e- ) and 
t 
lim lim sup(||A -f-|j_) = 0, by Lemma 3,5.3 (iii). Then, 
B n 
by Theorem 3.4.1 we have 
(3.5.32) f^(x) = a^s(x)+ Z otj^ x^  
where a = (a, ) G w^[(p),(q)] and a is an arbitrary real k 
number and 
. -1 - K ^ / P k ( 3 . 5 . 3 3 ) l | f i l l B = |oiol+ S n,ax{(Q ^ B - \ - ' ) W^D-
r=o r 2 
Thus , we have ( U j ^ ( x ) ) e c ^ ( t ) for Ujj=(Aj^-f j ) e w * [ ( p ) , ( q ) ] . 
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so that U e (w[(p),(q)] ,c (t)). Then by the same argument 
of Theorem 3.5.2, the necessity follows. 
For sufficiency, suppose conditions (3.5.27)-(3.5.29) 
hold. Then there is an fi ^  w*[(p),(q)], where f^  is in 
(3.5.32) and the conditions together imply 
°° 1 / P 
|a^| + E max{(Q ^6"^-^) ^^  | a^ I 
r = o ^ 2 
00 1 / P 
r = o 
-1 -K^/Pk 
+ la^J + Z max{(Q B - ^ - M | a^ J } 
r=o r 2 
< 1 + s 
1 -U^/Pk 
upda^J + Z max{(Q B-%-1) Na^j))< -, 
n r=o ^ 2 
for sufficiently large B and n. Also by Theorem 3.4.2 
(a , ,a „, ) e w [(p),(q)] and by Theorem 3.4.1 
A e w*[(p),(q)], for each n g N, where A satisfies (3.5.31' 
Thus, under the given hypothesis, using the above result, we 
find U ^ (w[(p),(q)],c (t)) by Theorem 3.5.2, where U =(Ajj-fj> 
(see [ 4 ], Theorem 6). Hence | Aj^(x)-f ^  (x) | " = |U^(x)| " > 0 
(n -»• ") on w[(p).(q)], that is A S (w[ (p) , (q) ] ,c( t) ) . 
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COROLLARY 3.5.4. [ 4 ] Let 0 < inf p. £ p. 1 1 for every 
k e IN and let t be bounded. Then A S (w(p) ,c(t)) if and 
only if 
°° 1 1/pi, 
(3.5.34) sup(|a^^|+ E max{(2''B ^) I a^k ' ^  ^  ^ "' 
n r = o r 
for some B > 1, 
and there exists a sequence (ot ,a,,a_, ) such that 
t 
( 3 . 5 . 3 5 ) limla^j^-ttj^l " = 0, fo r k = 0 , 1 , 2 , , and 
n 
°° _i 1/Pu t ( 3 . 5 . 3 6 ) lira lim s u p ( | a - a |+ Z max{(2'^B M U , - a , | } ) ^ = 0 
„ '^^'noo ^ ' n k k ' B n r=o V 
PROOF. If we take q = 1 for all n in the above theorem 
n^ 
then we get the results. 
00 THEOREM 3.5.5. Let 0 < inf Pj^  £ Pj^  £ 1 and 1 £ q^  < 
for every k G U and let t be bounded. Then 
A S (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)) if and only if 
( 3 . 5 . 3 7 ) s u p ( i I [ C ( i , B ) ] ^) < oo^ 
n " i = l 
00 1 / p 
where C(i,B) = E max{(Q B"^q~b ^|a . |} < «», for some B > 1. 
r=o r 2 
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PROOF. Suppose A e (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)). Then 
A ^ e w*[(p),(q)] for each n e IN , where | | A^ | | ^  = C(n ,B) 
and B is an integer for which ||A ||„ is defined. Since 
w[(p).(q)] is a complete paranormed space, it is a B-space 
so that is a 3.-space. Thus, by the converse part of Lemma 
3.5.4, (3.5.37) holds. 
Next, suppose (3.5.37) holds. Then A ew*[(p),(q)] 
for each n e iN. Hence, by Lemma 3,5.4, (3.5.37) implies 
(Aj^(x))e w^(t) so that A e (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)). 
If we consider Remark 3.5.1, then (3.5.37) is sufficient 
for A S (w[ (p) , (q) ] ,w^(t)) . But the following condition can 
be taken as a necessary condition for A S (w[ (p) , (q) ] , w^(t) ) : 
, t 
(3.5.38) sup {- [C(n,B)] "} < « . 
n " 
Thus, Theorem 3.5.5 can be stated as follows: 
Let 0 < inf Pi, £ P^  < 1 and 1 < q < °° for every 
k •^  "^  ~ k 
k e W and let t = (tj^ ) be bounded. If (3.5.37) holds, then 
A S (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)), and if A S (wf (p) , (q) ], w^( t) ) then 
(3.5.38) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.5.5[ 4 ] Let 0 < inf P^ < p. < 1 for every ic e IN 
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a nd let t be bounded. Then A G (w(p),w (t)) if and only if 
^ n t. 
(3.5.39) sup(^ E [C(i,B)] ^) < «>, 
n i = l 
where C(i,B) = l max{(2'^B~^) ! ^ nk H < °°. for some B > 1. 
r = o r 
PROOF. When q = 1 for all n in the above theorem then we 
n 
get the result. 
THEOREM 3.5.6. Let 0 < inf Pj^  £ p^ £ 1 and 1 1 q,^  < °° 
k 
for every k e IN and let t = (t,) be bounded. Then 
A e (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)) if and only if 
, n t. 
(3.5.40) lira (- E (a.. | ^ ) = 0, for k = 1,2, ... 
n " i=l ^^ 
, n t. 
(3.5.41) lira (- E |E a., | ^ ) = 0, and 
n 1 = 1 1^  
, n t. 
(3.5.42) lira lira sup{- Z [C(i,B)] ^} = 0, 
B n " i=l 
where C(i,B) satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.5.5. 
PROOF. Suppose conditions (3.5.40)-(3.5.42) hold. Then 
AjjS w*[(p).(q)] for every n e W , where I I A^ | | g = C(n,B) 
and B is an integer for which ||A ||g is defined. Since 
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w[(p).(q)] is a paranormed space and (e,e, .e-. • • • •) is a 
basis, (3.5.40) and (3.5.41) imply (Aj^(b))e w^(t) for every 
b G (e,e,,e„, ). The above results together with (3.5.42) 
we have (A^(x))e w^(t), so that A e (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)), by 
Lemma 3.5.5 (i). 
Next suppose A S (w[ (p) , (q) ], w (t) ) . Similarly, 
A e w*[(p))(q)] for every n e ^ , where ||A ||g is as men-
tioned, above. Since w[(p),(q)] is a complete paranormed 
space aad therefore it is a 3-space, we see that (3,5-42) is 
a necessary condition for A ^ (w[ (p) , (q) ] , w (t)), by Lemma 
3.5,5 (iii). If we consider the sequences e. and e, then 
we also see that (3.5-40) and (3.5.41) are necessary condition 
COROLLARY 3.5.6. [ 4 ] Let 0 < inf p, £ p _< 1 and let t be 
k K K 
bounded. A S (w(p),w^(t)) if and only if 
(3.5.43) lim (1 Z |a J^^^) = 0. for k = 1,2. 
^ ial 
(3.5.44) lin,(i Z \Z a,. I^ ^^ ) = 0. and 
n 1 = 1 k ^'^ 
, n t. 
(3.5.45) lim lim sup{-i- Z [C(i,B)] ^} = 0, 
B n " i=l 
where C(i,B) satisfies (3.5.39)» 
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PROOF. When q = 1 for all n in the above theorem then we 
n 
obtain the results. 
REMARK 3.5.3. As in Remark 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 it is easily seen 
that (3.5.A0), (3,5.41) and (3.5.42) are sufficient conditions 
while the following conditions are necessary for 
A e (w[(p),(q)],w^(t)): 
o 
1 t 1 I i n . (3.5.46) lim(- la , | ") = 0, for k = 1,2, 
jj n nK 
I ^ 
(3.5.47) ^i^^n Ik ^ nkl "^  = °' "^'^  
t 
(3.5.48) lim lira sup{- [C(n,B)] ^} = 0-
B n " 
It is obvious that a similar remark to Remarks 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 
tj^ 
for t and [C(ni,B)] can be given here. 
THEOREM 3.5.7. Let 0 < inf Pj^  £ P,^  £ 1 and 1 £ q. < "" 
for all ke:lN, and let t e c^. Then A e (w[ (p) , (q) ], w (t)) 
if and only if (3.5.42) holds. 
PROOF. Using the method of Theorem 3.5.6, this follows from 
Lemma 3.5.5, parts (ii) and (iil). 
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COROLLARY 3.5.7»[ 4 ] Let 0 < inf p. £ p. £ 1 for all k e^ IN, 
and let t e c . Then A e (w(p),w (t)) if and only if 
(3.5.45) holds. 
PROOF. The proof follows when q = 1 for all n in the 
'^ ^n 
above theorem. 
CHAPTER 4 
GENERALIZED CESARO SEQUENCE SPACES OF A BOUNDED 
TYPE AND THEIR MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION: 
Let C be the set of complex numbers and w be the space 
of all sequences real or complex. Let H^, c and c be the 
Banach spaces with ||x|| = sup |x. | of bounded, convergent and 
k>;l ^ 
null sequences respectively. 
In [39] Shiue introduced the Cesaro sequence spaces, 
denoted by ces , 1 < p < °°, and defined by 
ces :={xe a3:( I (- I \x,\V) < "} . 
P n=l " k=l ^ 
In [ 2 9 ] Nung i n t r o d u c e d t h e C e s a r o s e q u e n c e spaces of n o n a b s o -
l u t e t y p e , denoted by X , and d e f i n e d by 
°° 1 n 1/p 
X : = { x e 0): ( E 1^ Z x. |P) < «>} . 
^ n = l "• k = l ^ 
in a recent paper ([ 1 ], MR 90k # 46018), Ahmad and Mursaleen 
defined the Cesaro sequence spaces of a bounded type Z and 
then claim to find its 3-dual and use this to characterize the 
matrices mapping Z into Z or c. 
p 00 
Unfortunately there are many misprints and obscurities in 
this paper. For example: 
: 92 : 
C±) In the definition of Z the quantity X I I y^  IS a 
sequence, where as it appears to be a real number in the proofs 
of Theorems 1 and 2; 
(ii) In the proof of Theorem 1, the inequality in line 9 
of page 178 is very hard for understanding, since we can not 
claim that 
^k ''k I < |a, Z X I 
' — ' k , n n=l 
for all aj,^ C, x £ C, with^for example k = 2, x^ = -1, 
fk) 
x„= +1. Also on page 178 line 15, symbol e^ ^sgn a^ has no 
meaning with ai. £ ^' We have a similar remark for inequality 
on page 179 line 10. 
(iii) The definition of M^ is also unclear. Therefore the 
proofs are not comprehensible and the results are in doubt. 
In this chapter we redefine the space Z and then extend 
P 
it to more general space Z, ^ . 
(P.q„) 
In section 4.2 we define the generalized Cesaro sequence 
space of bounded type Z. x and determine the absolute Kothe-
ip.q„; 
Toeplitz dual of Z, .in section 4.3. Finally section 4.4 
tp.q^; 
deals with the characterization of the class of matrices 
^^(D a ) ' ^00^' ^ ^CD a ) ' ^^ ^^^ specializing sequence q we 
obtain interesting corollaries. 
93 : 
4.2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
All the definitions and notations except those mentioned 
here are the same as in Chapter 0. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. If {q } is a sequence of positive real numbers, 
then for 1 £ p < °°, we define the Cesaro sequence spaces of a 
bounded type Z, s. by 
^'^'^n^ ^k n=I k=l 
where Q,= q,+ q„+....+ q, . 
If q = 1 for all n then Q, = k and the space Z.„ ^ >. 
^n ^k *^  P^'^ n^^  
reduce to Z , which will be the modified definition of Z 
P P 
considered in [ 1 ] . 
4.3. In this section we determine the absolute KcJthe-
Toeplitz dual of Z. v. We have the following theorem: 
(p.qj^) ^ 
THEOREM 4.3.1, Let 1 _< p < oo. Then 
\ \ \ 
^(P.q ) = ^ = ^ ^ ^ '^'- ^ Qk'lk^'^k'^^^^ < "' f°^ so-^ e 
I* tv-^ X 
positive integer N > 1}. 
PROOF. Let a s M and Y.^ Z Then we can find a posi-
tive integer N > 1 such that 
1 ^ 
N > max {1. sup(i- E q J x J ) P } . 
k ^k n=l " " 
94 : 
Therefore 
k=l k=l 
k=l ^k n=l 
supC^r- S q |x I). E Q q |a | 
k ^k n=l " " k=l " *" ^ 
k=l 
t It 
i.e. a € Z. x, so that M C Z, x. 
(P.q^) ^P'^n^ 
Again, suppose that a ^  Z^ . but a ^  M. Therefore 
for N > 1, we have 
^ Qk -i;^ l^kl N^^P = -. k=l 
We define a sequence x = (x, ) such that 
«u -<^ 
^k ^k^ ^ ' ^^ ^^^ ^~^^ ®P°^ 
0 elsewhere 
Then sup (-r— S q Ix I )^ = N < <», i.e. x S Z, ^ and 
k % n=l " " (P'%> 
: 95 : 
Z I a, X, I = ^ Qi, 'Ik 1^ 1,1 N P = 00, which is a contradiction. 
k=l k=l 
|t| |t| 
Hence a ^ M i.e. Z. v d M . Thus Z, v = M. 
(P.qij) (P'^n^ 
4.4. In this section we characterize the class of matrices 
(Z/ \.^_) and (Z, N , C ) . Infact, we prove the following 
(p.qjj) *" (p.q^) 
theorems: 
THEOREM 4.4.1. Let 1 < p < «>. Then A g (Z, N.^„,) if and 
- ^P'^^n^ 
only if 
(4.4.1) C^"). sup SQ^ q-Ma„J N"'" < -, 
^ n k=l 
for all integers N > 1. 
PROOF. Necessity. Let A € (Z, x.^ oo) ^"^ ^i^^ = '" ^°^ ^ ^^ 
V. P » ^ n-' P 
N > 1. Define the matrix B = (b ,) by b , = a . N 'P. Then 
nk nk nk 
for any x e Z, . , Bx ^ 4^. 
.^p,q„; 
Now y = (yj^ ) = (N^^P x^) e Z^p ^ y but Ay = Bx ^ i^, 
which is a contradiction. Hence (4.4.1) is true. 
Sufficiency. Suppose (4.4.1) is true and x e Z, x. Then 
(Ptq^) 
OO OO Ir 
-1 
^fjl%k\l - J/'k l^nklX^fj^l-nl) 
: 96 : 
k=l k ^k n=l 
< NP C^^^ sup (^ 2 q |x I) 
P k Qk n=l " " 
< «>, for all N > 1. 
COROLLARY 4.4.1. Let 1 £ p < «. Then A e (Zp.^oo) if ^nd only 
if 
C^^)= sup E k|a J N^/P < », 
P n k=l "'^  
for all integers N > 1. 
PROOF. When q = 1, for all n in the above theorem then we 
n 
obtain the result. 
THEOREM 4.4.2. Let 1 < p < «> and N is an integer greater 
than 1. Then A e (Z, s,c) if and only if 
(4.4.2) Z Qj^  q I ^j,i, I ^  converges uniformly in n, 
(4.4.3) lira a^ j^  = (x^ (k fixed). 
n-H» 
PROOF. Necessity. The necessity of (4.4.2) is similar to the 
necessity part of 
(4.4.3) must hold 
Theorem 4.4.1. Since e, & Z, . , condition 
97 
S u f f i c i e n c y . The s u f f i c i e n c y i s t r i v i a l s i n c e by ( 4 . 4 . 2 ) 
oo 
^ a , X, converges uniformly in n for each x G Z, x, 
k=l "^ ^ P^'^ n^^  
and therefore 
i^:; J^ "^«^  ""^ ^ J^''^''^' n->^  k=l k=l 
COROLLARY 4.4.2. Let 1 _< p < °° and N is an integer greater 
than 1. Then A e (Z ,c) if and only if 
oo 
( i ) Z k | a , I N P c o n v e r g e s u n i f o r m l y i n n , 
k = l ^^ 
( i i ) l i r a a , = a, (k f i x e d ) . 
n-Hx> 
PROOF. The proof follows when q = 1, for all n in the abov 
theorem, 
COROLLARY 4.4.3. For any integer N > 1 and for 1 £ p < «>, 
A S (Z. .,c ) if and only if 
V. P » 4„ J o 
(1) ^ Q^ q^ l^nk' ^ ^ converges uniforaly in n, 
(ii) lim a^^ = 0 (k fixed). 
n-H» 
PROOF. If the space c of Theorem 4.4.2 is replaced by c . 
the space of all null sequences, then we obtain the results. 
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